
GREENER EALING LIMITED 

MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

WILL BE HELD AT 15:00 ON THURSDAY 28th MAY 2020, BY SKYPE / CONFERENCE CALL 

AGENDA 

Item No. Agenda Title Lead Action Paper/Verbal 

1. Apologies for Absence MB Information 

2. Declarations of Interest (in respect of items on the agenda) MB Information 

3. Minutes of the meeting held on 23rd April 2020 MB Approval (3) 

4. Action List/Matters Arising MB Information (4) 

Governance 

5. Governance Policies:
Anti-Fraud Policy 

LP Approval (5) 

Strategy and Project 

6. Business Plan 2020/21 KOL Approval (6) 

7. Mobilisation Plan Board Update KOL Information / 
Comment  

(7) 

8. Workforce Strategy WG Approval (8) 

Finance 

9. Finance Update CN / KP Information (9) 

Board Forward Plan 

10. Board Forward Plan LP Approval (10) 

11. Any Other Business MB Information 

12. Date of next meeting: 23 June 2020 Information 
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Present: Mike Boult MB Chair and Director 
Alison Reynolds AR Director 
Kieran Read KR Director 

Attendees: Kevin O’Leary KOL Interim Managing Director, GEL 
John Arnold JA Programme Manager, GEL 
Bill Gilmour BG Human Resources Manager, GEL 
Katarina Pohancenikova KP Head of Finance, GEL 
Chris Neale  CN Finance, LBE 
Helen Harris HH Director of Legal and Democratic Services, LBE 
Gary Alderson GA Shareholder Representative, LBE  
Dipti Patel  DP Director of Place Delivery, LBE 
Daniella Toma DT Business apprentice, LBE (observing)  
Lizzie Purewal LP Waterstone Company Secretaries (minutes) 

Apologies: 
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GREENER EALING LIMITED (“GEL”) 
MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 

HELD AT 15:00 HOURS ON 23 APRIL 2020 BY SKYPE CONFERENCE 

Present: Mike Boult 
Alison Reynolds 
Kieran Read 

Chair and Director 
Director 
Director 

MB 
AR 
KR 

In attendance: Kevin O’Leary Interim Managing Director, GEL  KOL 

John Arnold Programme Manager, GEL JA 

Bill Gilmour Human Resources Manager, GEL BG 

Katarina Pohancenikova Head of Finance, GEL KP 

Chris Neale  Finance, LBE CN 

Helen Harris Director of Legal and Democratic Services, LBE HH 

Gary Alderson  Shareholder Representative, LBE  GA 

Dipti Patel  Director of Place Delivery, LBE DP 

Lizzie Purewal Bridgehouse Company Secretaries, (Minutes) BCS 

1. Apologies for Absence

1.1 No apologies had been received. The Board welcomed Katarina Pohancenikova,
Head of Finance (GEL) and Dipti Patel, Director of Place Delivery (LBE) to the
meeting.

MB highlighted the Best Practice Guidance for Virtual Meetings circulated before
the meeting and noted the following points:

• questions would be invited at the end of each agenda item, rather than
during the presentation.

• a three second silence, in response to a proposal would be taken as
acceptance, otherwise participants should speak up if they disagree.

• presenters to indicate which slide or page number, of the meeting pack they
were referring to as they move through their presentation.

2. Declarations of Interest

2.1 There were no conflicts of interest in regard to items on the agenda.
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3. Minutes of the last meeting – 10 March 2020

3.1 The minutes of the last meeting, 10 March 2020, were approved as a correct record
of the meeting, to be signed by the Chair.

4. Matters arising from the previous Board meeting

4.1 The Board discussed and noted the summary update of matters arising from
previous Board meeting, included in the meeting pack.

MB sought clarification on 13.1 – Finance Update – To document a reasoned
decision in relation to the specialist advice requested from external advisors to
confirm the approach to be taken regarding State Aid. KOL commented that an
updated was awaited from TLT lawyers for clarification on the state aid rules
requiring state loans to be at market rates or charging penalties need not apply to
the company if it keeps all private sector trading in a separate trading subsidiary.
CN confirmed that the action was in progress.

5. Register of Director Interests

5.1 LP presented the Register of Director Interests, as included in the meeting pack.

The Board noted the register of Directors’ Interests and the Directors were
reminded that they had a duty to advise the company immediately if there were
any changes to their interests.

6. Governance Policies

6.1 Whistleblowing Policy
LP presented the Whistleblowing Policy, as included in the meeting pack and the
following points were discussed, with reference to the below sections of the paper:

• Opening summary, page 1 of 5, states: ‘we encourage employees to bring
any wrongdoing (or suspected wrongdoing) to a Director’s attention.’ MB
commented this was an unusual high-level escalation and suggested where
appropriate initial escalation should be with a line manager in the first
instance.

• Our Standard, bullet 6, page 2 of 5, states: ‘They will be considered
thoroughly by the most relevant person. This may be an internal Director,
or an external person nominated by Greener Ealing.’ MB queried whether
escalation beyond a Director to an external person was appropriate and
suggested that alternatively the escalation process be amended to include
where appropriate initial escalation should be with a line manager.
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The Board approved the Whistleblowing Policy in principle and authorised KOL, MB 
and Bridgehouse to amend the Policy in line with the comments received above. [BCS/KOL/MB] 

6.2 Anti-Bribery Policy including Gifts & Hospitality 
LP presented the Anti-Bribery Policy including Gifts & Hospitality, as included in the 
meeting pack and the following points were discussed, with reference to the below 
section of the paper: 

• Gifts, page 2 of 6, states: ‘There are some limited exceptions to this where
gifts maybe accepted at the Directors’ discretion, providing they do not
exceed £20 in value. AR commented that approval from a Director seemed
an unusually high-level escalation for a gift in the region of £20.

• KOL commented that the policy would need to be reviewed and amended
to include escalation in line with the GEL management structure, initially
with line-managers and the Managing Director and being monitored by the
Directors.

The Board approved the Anti-Bribery Policy including Gifts & Hospitality in principle, 
and authorised KOL, MB and Bridgehouse to amend the Policy in line with the 
comments received above.  [BCS/KOL/MB] 

7. Risk Management Policy

7.1. LP presented the Risk Management Policy, as included in the meeting pack and the 
following points were highlighted:  

• Kevin O’Leary and John Arnold had reviewed the draft and agreed that a 5x5
matrix would be suitable for managing risk at GEL.

• Staff being Tupe’d from Amey would be familiar with using a 5x5 risk matrix
which should help ensure a smooth embedding of the policy.

• It was common for the Board of Directors to only review risks rated
Major/Severe, depending on the size of the company and whether a
significant senior leadership team or committee was in to review the full risk
register. In this situation, the full risk register would come once per year with
changes and the major/severe risks reported to each meeting. However,
given the infancy of the company it might be prudent for the Board to review
the full risk register at each meeting, at least for the initial 12 months

• GA sought clarification on how closely the policy’s risk matrix aligned to the
Council’s risk matrix. GA commented that in terms of taking a view on the
scale of the risk in comparison to the multitude of other risks that the
Council holds there would be benefits in having the same sort of thresholds
and a similar approach, to bring clarity over the relative level of risk
compared to the rest of the Council. KR commented that policy’s risk matrix
was similar but not identical to the Council’s risk matrix. The principle was
the same in terms of the 5x5 scoring, however there probably was some
variation in terms of the point at which the score would be triggered under
each threshold, noting that in Finance the Council identified absolute
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numbers as opposed to the percentages included in the GEL Risk 
Management Policy. KR recognised, that in the transitional period, these 
differences might lead to some duplication of work from transposing from 
one framework to another.   

• MB highlighted that the ‘Impact descriptors’ (detailed on page 8 of 13) listed
the impact points as percentages of the relevant budgets and commented
that an absolute number, in line with the Council’s policy would be
preferable, however, as GEL was much smaller than the Council their figures
would not be appropriate. KOL undertook to provide a proposal on
appropriate absolute figures for the following levels of impact: insignificant
/ minor / moderate / major / fundamental against the individual budgets
within GEL.

[KOL] 

7.2 Following further consideration, the Board approved the following: 

• The Risk Management Policy, in principle, subject to amending the ‘Impact
descriptors’ with appropriate absolute figures.

• To review the full risk register at each meeting, for the initial 12 months, to
enable the formation of a shared view of what is major and severe in the
context of the organisation

8. Applicability of Modern Slavery Requirements

8.1 LP presented the Applicability of Modern Slavery Requirements paper, included in 
the meeting pack and the following points were discussed:  

• Organisations were responsible for determining whether the legislation
applied to them. Whilst GEL satisfied the first three points, GEL was not
initially due to reach the turnover requirements to publish a statement in its
own right.

• Although GEL would not need to publish a statement in its own right, the
Council would need to make a statement if the combined annual turnover
of its subsidiaries exceeded £36m.

• With Broadway Living and Greener Ealing’s turnover about to increase
significantly in the next year, it may result in the Council needing to produce
a statement for its group for the year 2020/21, which in turn would require
certain checks and procedures to be put in place within all the subsidiaries
during the year 2020/21, which commenced on 1 April 2020.

• The Council’s legal team had been asked to provide a view on the matter
and to advise if they required Greener Ealing/Broadway Living to adopt any
due diligence processes/actions to enable to Council to meet its potential
requirements as a parent. Due to required focus on the Council’s Covid-19
response the Council’s legal team had not provided a view at this time, the
matter had been scheduled to be raised again in July.

The Board noted the applicability of the Modern Slavery Act to GEL and noted the 
implications as a Council subsidiary. 
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9. Greener Ealing Ltd – Mobilisation Plan Board Update

9.1 KOL presented the Mobilisation Plan Board Update and the following points were 
discussed: 

• The report provided an update to the Board on the impact of the nationwide
restrictions following the Covid 19 emergency. This has had a major impact
on the work programme. Extended vehicle delivery delays would now
definitely be experienced as well as delays from other suppliers. The ability
to engage directly with the workforce would also be a problem as
restrictions on travelling, gathering in groups and self-isolation remained in
place.

• Overall progress towards mobilisation of the new company with effect from
the 6th July 2020 was on track, however some challenges, such as
engagement with staff, vehicle deliveries and the HGV Operator licence still
remained and would be discussed below.

• The efforts of all involved in the response to the Covid 19 emergency
situation was acknowledged, including the GEL project team, Council
Officers having to deal with frontline service priorities and Amey and their
staff for continuing to deliver vital frontline services for Ealing residents.

• There were now weekly three-way meetings between Ealing Council
Officers, Amey senior and local management and Greener Ealing. This group
was overseeing the transition from now until July. A weekly meeting was
also taking place at a local level with Amey managers.

• Meetings with Amey in relation to HR were progressing well. As a result of
BG’s engagement with his counterpart in Amey, early access to Amey’s
staffing information to help with the transfer was expected to be received
by 27 April 2020.

• Staff engagement – Discussions were taking place with Amey regarding
engagement with staff, this was complicated due to the social distancing
guidelines currently in place. Other ways for effective engagement with the
workforce were being considered. It was likely that the emphasis would be
on written communications and possibly via Skype or Microsoft teams for
smaller team meetings, 121s etc but there would be a limit to the practicality
of this.

• Vehicle Maintenance contract - A key officer decision was taken on the 21st
April to award the Vehicle Maintenance contract to Go Plant. A letter of
intent has now been sent to Go Plant enabling them to start planning for
mobilisation.

• Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) - The PPE Tender has been awarded to
Chelmsford Safety Supplies.  The changing needs in the waste industry was
recognised, particularly around the cleansing of vehicles, the need for
gloves, masks, sanitisers and the wider need for effective measures in
current environment. Discussions would take place with Amey in the run up
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to handover to understand the arrangements in place and every effort 
would be made to ensure that staff were fully protected.  

• Agency Staff – Pertemps were currently working under a letter of intent and
were actively working on reviewing GEL needs.

• Discussions were underway in relation to the service agreement, with
meetings scheduled to review GEL feedback.

• Health and Safety – Plan B, a management support company with extensive
experience in the waste management industry, has been engaged to help
GEL conduct a comprehensive review of Health and Safety. Liz Ferrier (the
Council’s Health and Safety advisor) has been apprised of progress to date.

• Information and Communications Technology (ICT) - No major delays were
anticipated as a result of Covid 19. There had been price increases for some
equipment, but this has been at the margins and was not significant.

• Vehicle Deliveries - The position on vehicle deliveries has worsened
considerably as a result of the impact of the Covid 19 emergency across
Europe. Suppliers have given notification of delays with vehicle builds due
to factory closures. 52 vehicles out of the 125 ordered were likely to be
delayed. It was planned that these vehicles would be replaced by novation
leasing of existing Amey vehicles and / or short-term hire. KOL commented
that the Board would be kept up to date on this matter.

• HGV Operator licence – The Council had deposited a loan into the GEL bank
account in order to provide the required evidence to the Office of the Traffic
Commissioner HGV Operator licence of £0.375m funding for a month from
2nd April 2020 for the OTC HGV operator licence application of 11th March
2020. To demonstrate to the traffic commissioner that sufficient money was
available to maintain the vehicles. A statement had been provided, however
due to a lack of transactions it had not been possible to provide another
bank statement and online access would not be available by 30 April. If
evidence was not provided by 30 April 2020 there was a danger that the
clock could rewind and go back a stage, which would place considerable
pressure on GEL. CN confirmed evidence had been provided earlier in the
week, which was thought to be sufficient. JA had forwarded the information
on to a contact at the Transport Commission Office and a conference call
was due to be scheduled to confirm if an extension would be possible to
allow for the bank statements to be submitted or if any allowances were
being made due to the Covid-19 situation, a response was awaited. CN
undertook to keep the Board updated on the matter.

• Mobilisation discussions with Amey were going very well, it was recognised
that some important choreography needed to happen in the final week and
the required good will appeared to be in place to help make that happen.

[KOL] 

[CN] 

9.2 KOL asked the Board if there were any questions in relation to the Mobilisation Plan 
Board Update. The following points were discussed:  

• KR questioned whether the ‘Low risk rating’ for Vehicle Delivery, following
mitigation, was correct as the per the latest assessment and sought
clarification on whether the novation leasing of existing Amey vehicles and
or short term hire appropriately managed that risk. KOL confirmed that the
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risk rating following mitigation remained low, although this could increase 
in a volatile market with such a large number of vehicles. Once a large 
proportion of the ex-Amey vehicles was in place the risk would be 
considerably minimised. If the fleet was 1 vehicle short 1000’s or residents 
could be impacted. The impact would be high in terms of the customer 
perception and it was key to have the right vehicles in the right place at the 
right time. 

• KR sought clarification on the challenge of remote working and social
distancing in relation to the communication workstream and HR
mobilisation effort. KR queried how much the risk related to the quality and
level of engagement aspired to for the working style of GEL and to what
degree there was a practical risk with regards to training the large scale
workforce on the new vehicles or operational differences. KOL commented
that messaging to staff had been impacted in relation to communications
regarding GEL as a good employer and setting GEL slightly apart from Amey
in that respect. In terms of the practicalities, the workforce being inherited
was experienced and although there would be training and health and
safety requirements, 99% of the job remained the same.

• KR highlighted that the pattern of demand that GEL might inherit at the time
of go live, could be impacted by the Covid-19 situation, given people would
have been at home for an extended period of time or there could be rapid
change when the lockdown ended. KR questioned whether consideration
had been given to how the situation might affect the service delivery model
and how that risk could be managed, depending on what happened. KOL
confirmed there was a risk that some backlog or service requirements could
be inherited. GA confirmed that a full daily breakdown of all the staffing
deployment was being provided by Amey, due to the current Covid-19
situation. Amey had completed a cross training programme with the staff
and GEL would benefit from this multiskilled workforce, minimising the risk
on the handover. Amey had confirmed that in the last 2 weeks a modest
increase had been seen in residual waste, recycling and food waste. A good
understanding of trends and challenges and deployment had been provided.
A major concern was a backlog of demand that could overwhelm those
services once household waste recycling centres at Greenford and Acton
were reopened. DP had been working in consultation with West London
colleagues to map a workstream of the risks and challenges and how the
facilities could be collectively and appropriately reopened.

• GA confirmed the cabinet and key politicians were being kept fully sighted
on aspects of the service that could not be delivered on day one of the
contract, which they were accepting of in the current Covid-19 situation. The
vehicle issue and the livery issue had been raised and were not considered
to be critical issues. The go live date remained on track.

• KOL confirmed the outcome of the Hitachi update would be circulated and
appropriate action would be undertaken.

• AR sought clarification on the budget impact associated with the Vehicle
Delivery mitigation. KOL commented that the budget impact had not yet

[KOL] 

[JA] 
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been determined, however, there would be some offset from not paying the 
lease of the GEL budget vehicles. JA would provide a revised budget. 

• MB commented that the delay to the vehicles would also result in an over-
hang at the end of the contract and a financial assessment of this would 
need to be undertaken. 

• MB commented that a contact at Go Plant had considerable experience in 
dealing with issues relating to HGV Operator licences and might be able to 
advise on how to progress the matter. KOL would follow up with Go Plant 
regarding this. 
 

The Board noted the Mobilisation Plan Board Update.  
 

 
 
[KOL/JA] 
 
 
 
 
[KOL] 

10. Draft Business Plan 2020/21   

10.1  KOL presented the Draft Business Plan 2020/21, included in the meeting pack and 
the following points were discussed: 

 

• The Draft Business Plan 2020/21 was a work in progress and would continue 
to be refined over the next month, following further consultation with the 
Board and other Ealing stakeholders. The plan would come back to the next 
Board meeting on 28th May for agreement and then to Ealing Council’s 
Cabinet on 16th June 2020 for final sign off from the Council. 

• KOL highlighted GEL’s Vision and Values. GEL was looking to be slightly 
distanced and use slightly different language to the Council. The 4 C’s 
(Customer focused, Collaborative, Caring and Committed) were GEL’s 
suggested Values. The Values could be discussed in further at an additional 
more detailed GEL briefing session (due to be scheduled in early May). 

• The Business Plan sets out the structure, operations and key policies, as well 
as the financial plan and the key actions planned for the rest of the year.  

• Plan B had provided work undertaken on GEL finances, a first iteration had 
been reviewed and following GEL feedback a second iteration was due to be 
received.  

• The recently announced Amey staff pay review was expected to impact the 
Council’s budget. It was possible that GEL would also need to look at 
efficiencies and whether it could contribute as a result of this.  

• The Board would need to consider finances and key actions as well as the 
structure and the look and feel of the business plan. Once the final TUPE 
information had been received from Amey this would allow for the staffing 
costs to be finalised.  

 

 
 
  

10.2 KOL asked the Board if there were any questions in relation to the Draft Business 
Plan 2020/21 and proposed an additional detailed session be scheduled in early 
May to explore the below in more detail:  

• key actions 

• consider priority and phasing 

• the overall structure of the document. 
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The Board confirmed their support for the overall structure and direction of travel 
of the plan and were supportive of the proposed more detailed session in early May.  
 
KR would reflect on the GEL Values and provide feedback to KOL.  
 
KR confirmed he was keen to discuss the following points at the detailed session: 

• the financial projections 

• the latest information on any emerging pressures or changes from the 
council’s side 

• the review of some of the service standards  

• the phasing of other important workstreams, such as: carbon reduction, 
business plan and business development workstream. 
 

 
 
 
[KR] 
 
[KOL/KR] 

11. Finance Update – April 2020  

11.1 KP presented the Finance Update, as included in the meeting pack and the following 
points were discussed: 
 

• Spend – The expenditure and capital forecast to 30th June 2020 and 31st 
March 2021 remained within those of the Cabinet report as previously 
noted at the March Board. 

• Lease Finance – LINK received the go ahead on Wednesday 8th April to start 
their £10.827m current total lease finance tender program, with £2.865m of 
leases first being offered for April, with a Friday 24th April deadline for lease 
finance provider responses. 

• Professional Advisors - Legal instructed TLT on 9th April to confirm internal 
advice re managing state aid rules through containing its application to a 
trading subsidiary for any commercial trading. Discussions were also taking 
place with PwC regarding advice on VAT and Tax advice for payroll. 

• Company registration for Tax - The company had now been registered with 
HMRC for Corporation tax purposes and VAT registration had been 
submitted. PAYE registration would be sought when the PAYE systems were 
ready. 

 

 

12. Appointment of Bankers and change to banking mandate – April 2020  

12.1 KP presented the Appointment of Bankers and change to banking mandate – April 
2020 paper, as included in the meeting pack and the following points were 
discussed: 
 

• Bank BACS – The application process for a BACS Service User Number for 
Greener Ealing Ltd had started. Lloyds were very reluctant to accept the 
application with electronic signatures and a wet signature had been 
obtained from AR for submission to Lloyd’s. A SUN number would be 
generated by Lloyds in the next few days and would allow IT to do direct 
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BACS payment testing (they had already tested indirect BACS for the 
payroll).  

• The council provided a loan of £0.350m on 1st April 2020 into the GEL bank 
account. The deposit was needed for the Office of the Traffic Commissioner 
HGV Operator license, to provide evidence of £0.375m funding for a month 
from 2nd April 2020 for the OTC HGV operator license application of 11th 
March 2020. 

• ICT Finance go live plan was being set up to ensure the finance system was 
in place and fully tested.  

13. Board Forward Plan  

13.1 The Board reviewed and approved the Forward Plan, included in the meeting pack.  

14. Any Other Business  

14.1 Director Awareness Training 
AR questioned whether the Director Awareness Training, cancelled due to the 
Covid-19 situation, would be provided remotely if the current work from home 
requirement continued. HH commented that a handbook had been commissioned 
from Sharp Pritchard to assist directors which was due to be circulated. Virtual 
training would also be arranged.  
 

 
 
 
 
[HH] 

14.2 Amey negotiations 
MB sought clarification on whether there were any concerns regarding the Amey 
negotiations. GA confirmed a contingency plan was being implemented  in terms of 
the vehicle delivery delays, which would incur extra cost in terms of hiring but 
would be offset substantially in terms of not paying for GEL’s own lease charges 
given these vehicles were not yet available.  
 
Currently the working relationship with Amey was very good, they had recently 
been very helpful and high performing on the ground. 
 
Amey had recently announced a staff annual pay review that has caused GEL and 
the Council extra cost, because we are in the last 3 months of the contract and the 
Council and not Amey has to pick up the bill for any Amey expenditure. GA had been 
in negotiations with Amey on this point and Amey had accepted that GEL should 
take on the pay review directly with the trade unions from this point forward. 
Discussions were still underway regarding whether Amey would take on the extra 
cost attributed to the pay review between April and July. GA and DP had been in 
talks with Amey earlier in the day and had pushed as far as possible to seek to 
extract the required cash from Amey, to try to safeguard public money. The Amey 
Group Chief Executive was due to provide a response by 27 April 2020. Negotiations 
with Amey had managed to progress on this matter without losing good relations 
and through other channels to ensure the trade unions would not be upset by this 
change of negotiating team. GA confirmed that KOL was being kept fully apprised 
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as the negotiations progressed, as were relevant politicians and other senior people 
in the Council. 
 
MB commented that the pay rise would not have happened without Ealing Council 
involvement and they should receive credit for this. GA confirmed that 
communications to staff would highlight that the Council would be paying for the 
pay rise from 1st April 2020.  
 

14.3 Greenford Road Depot  
HH commented that the leases at Greenford depot were not progressing as quickly 
as hoped because Heads of Terms had not been received from Lambert Smith 
Hampton (LSH) who had not received instructions on exactly which pieces of land 
were required. GA commented that he had spoken with Jessica Tamayao, Assistant 
Director Ealing Council, who acts as corporate landlord and some information was 
still required from GEL to progress the matter. Jessica Tamayao was due to advise 
which information was still outstanding and preventing the Heads of Terms from 
being issued and it was expected that the matter would be progressed in the next 
few days.  
 
MB commented that the leases at Greenford depot were also required for the 
Office of the Traffic Commissioner HGV Operator licence to show occupancy. 
 

 

14.4 GEL Progress 
MB and GA recognised the tremendous amount of work that had taken place since 
the last Board meeting and thanked KOL and the GEL team for the work undertaken 
and the progress achieved to date.  
 
 

 

15.2 There being no other business the meeting closed at 16.01. 
 

 

 
Signed  

 
 

 Date / /  

                 
                     Chair of the Board 
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GREENER EALING LTD - ACTION LIST 

Minute 
Reference 

Action items arising from minutes Officer Due By Comments Status 

Actions arising from 23rd April 2020 

6.1 Whistleblowing Policy – To amend the policy in line with the 
comments received at the meeting. 

KO/MB/BCS May 20 To agree amendments with HH - to 
include escalation to the Council’s 
Director of Legal and Democratic 
Services 

In progress 

6.2 Anti-Bribery Policy including Gifts and Hospitality – To amend 
the policy in line with the comments received at the meeting. 

KO/MB/BCS May 20 Completed 

7.1 Risk Management Policy – 

• To provide a proposal on appropriate absolute figures
for the following levels of impact: insignificant / minor
/ moderate / major / fundamental against the
individual budgets within GEL.

KO May 20 KP drafted a proposal on appropriate 
absolute figures. KO and MB to review 
the proposal. 

In progress 

9. Greener Ealing Ltd – Mobilisation Plan Board Update – 

• To keep the Board up to date with the status of vehicle
deliveries.

• To keep the Board up to date with the provision of the
required evidence to the Office of the Traffic
Commissioner HGV Operator licence.

• To circulate the outcome of the Hitachi update and the 
action undertaken.

• To provide a revised budget on the impact associated
with the Vehicle Delivery mitigation.

• To complete a financial assessment in relation to the
over-hang at the end of the contract as a result of the
delay to the vehicles.

• To follow up with the Go Plant contact regarding their
experience in dealing with issues relating to HGV

KO 

CN 

KO 

JA 

KO/JA 

May 20 

• Appendix A of the action log

• To be progressed once leasing 
is in place

• Ongoing

• Completed

• Completed

• Completed

• In progress
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Operator licences and possible advice they could give on 
how to progress the matter. 

KO • Overtaken by events • Closed

10.2 Draft Business Plan 2020/21 – 

• KR to reflect on the GEL Values provide feedback to KOL. 

• To include the following items for discussion at the
additional detailed Board session in early May:

o the financial projections
o the latest information on any emerging 

pressures or changes from the council’s side
o the review of some of the service standards
o the phasing of other important workstreams, 

such as: carbon reduction, business plan and 
business development workstream.

KR 

KO 

May 20 A virtual away day took place on 12/05 
and director input into the plan will 
form part of the agenda for the Board 
on 28/05 

Completed 

14.1 Director Awareness Training – To arrange virtual training. HH May 20 Provisional date 23rd June In progress 

Actions arising from 10TH March 2020 

8.1 Data Protection Policy – 

• Customer data to be kept under review.

• GEL to register with the ICO.

• JS to create a decision note, within the data protection
record, to capture the pros and cons and the reasons
why GEL had decided to register voluntarily with the
ICO.

KO/JS Apr 20 We are awaiting response from the 
Council’s data protection team on 
questions around resourcing a data 
protection office for its subsidiaries. 

 (On hold due to the Coronavirus) 

In progress 

9.1 Freedom of Information Policy – 

• Responsibilities in relation to FOI to be covered in the
SLA between GEL and the Council.

• SLA to cover comms team support re branding and
website

• KOL to consider how responsibilities to keep
publication scheme up to date (and related FOI
matters) will be resourced within GE

KOL Apr 20 

Jul 20 

KP to review all SLAs on behalf of GEL, 
for agreement prior to July 2020. 

In progress 
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10.1 Health and Safety Framework & H&S Project update – 

• To update the Health and Safety policy to make the
welfare and wellbeing responsibilities more explicit.

KOL Apr 20 To be picked up in future iterations of 
the document. 

In progress 

13.1 Finance Update – To document a reasoned decision in relation 
to the specialist advice requested from external advisors to 
confirm the approach to be taken regarding State Aid.  

KOL Apr 20 Finance update for April notes that 
Legal have 9/4 requested TLT lawyers 
to confirm that state aid rules requiring 
state loans to be at market rates or 
charging penalties need not apply to 
company if it keeps all private sector 
trading in separate trading subsidiary 
(so rule only applies to that company). 

In progress 

Actions arising from 3RD February 2020 

7.1 Business Plan - half day strategy/business plan session to be 
arranged during April.  

DT/JS ASAP This session took place on 12/05/2020 Completed 

7.1 Induction –suitable operational elements to be included in the 
director induction (inc. depot visits/directors review of draft 
service specification.) KOL to arrange.  

KOL     Mar 20 New Communications Officer Verity 
Adams is working on this. (This session 
had been postponed due to the 
Coronavirus) 

In Progress 
Postponed until 
further notice 

11.1 Memorandum of Understanding – HH and KOL to work 
together to create a MOU on dealing with disputes.  

KOL/HH Mar 20 An initial list had been collated; 
discussions would be taking place with 
Council colleagues to find a conclusion. 

In progress 

(KO) Kevin O’Leary (MB) Mike Boult (CN) Chris Neale (JA) John Arnold (KR) Kieran Reid 

(HH) Helen Harris (KP) Katarina Pohancenikova (BCS) Jo Steel / Lizzie Purewal (DT) Daniella Toma 
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On 20th April 2020 it was revealed there would be significant delays to vehicle deliveries while the 

impact has been mitigated by short term hire agreements this adds additional budget pressures. 

 

The below table shows the total cost of COVID related pressures and highlights the other costs 

related to fleet. 

 

Reason 
Total upfront 

Cost 

COVID related  £216,386.27 

Others £18,800.32 

  

Total spend £235,186.59 

 

 

 

 

COVID break down 

Our vehicle gap consisted of 53 vehicles not being delivered before 06.07.20 this is a combination of 

cage tippers and RCV’s (Refuse Compaction Vehicles)  

The below table shows the monthly cost per vehicle with a total of £215,055.71 – this is the worst-

case scenario total as the figures have been totalled per month. 

For the month of August, a second months total has been added to the RCV’s supplied by HE 

Municipal this is a precaution as the COVID situation is constantly changing and while rare 

sometimes brand-new vehicles have faults.   

The Hitachi and Northgate vehicles are vehicles currently used by Amey. Hitachi have a lease 

arrangement with Amey. The below 8 Hitachi vehicles have finished their lease with Amey, and 

Hitachi have agreed to lease these to us at a reduced cost shown below but the agreement is for 

three months – 05/10/20 

This still works out cheaper than all vehicles being covered by HE Municipal and the added 

advantage that staff are already familiar with the Hitachi vehicles.   
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REG Supplier Type
Monthly 

cost per 
Jul20 Aug20 Sept20 OCT20

FP69AXT Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Cage Tippers £552.55 £552.55

FP69BCV Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Cage Tippers £552.55 £552.55

FP69BFK Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Cage Tippers £552.55 £552.55

TBC Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Cage Tippers £552.55 £552.55

FP69BFY Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Cage Tippers £552.55 £552.55

FP69BGE Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Cage Tippers £552.55 £552.55

FP69BGX Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Cage Tippers £552.55 £552.55

FG18XFZ Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Crew Cab tippers £452.45 £452.45

FG18XGT Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Crew Cab tippers £452.45 £452.45

KX19TLZ Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Crew Cab tippers £434.59 £434.59

WV18LSO Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Crew Cab tippers £434.59 £434.59

FP69BGY Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd

Crew Cab tippers/ 

cage tipper £552.55 £552.55

FP69BGV Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd

Crew Cab tippers/ 

cage tipper £552.55 £552.55

FP69BMV Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd

Crew Cab tippers/ 

cage tipper £552.55 £552.55

FP69BKO Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd

Crew Cab tippers/ 

cage tipper £552.55 £552.55

KU16SSO Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Transit type vehicle £443.52 £443.52 £443.52 £443.52 £443.52

VK18OJS CTS (SFS) 26T RCV £2,520.00 £2,520.00

VO65YBY CTS (SFS) 26T RCV £2,520.00 £2,520.00

VO65YBZ CTS (SFS) 26T RCV £2,520.00 £2,520.00

VU66NHM CTS (SFS) 26T RCV £2,520.00 £2,520.00

VX13LRN CTS (SFS) 26T RCV £2,520.00 £2,520.00

YP15HJU CTS (SFS) 26T RCV £2,520.00 £2,520.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV £3,200.00 £3,200.00 £3,200.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV £3,200.00 £3,200.00 £3,200.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV £3,200.00 £3,200.00 £3,200.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV £3,200.00 £3,200.00 £3,200.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV £3,200.00 £3,200.00 £3,200.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV £3,200.00 £3,200.00 £3,200.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV £3,200.00 £3,200.00 £3,200.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV £3,200.00 £3,200.00 £3,200.00

VN10DPK Hitachi 26T RCV £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23

VU11HTN Hitachi 26T RCV £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23

VU65FAK Hitachi 26T RCV £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23

VX13LUE Hitachi 26T RCV £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23

VX13LUF Hitachi 26T RCV £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23

VX63GZR Hitachi 26T RCV £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23

HY13CHD Hitachi 26T RCV £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23 £1,486.23

TBC HE Municipal 15T RCV £2,800.00 £2,800.00 £2,800.00

TBC HE Municipal 15T RCV £2,800.00 £2,800.00 £2,800.00

TBC HE Municipal 15T RCV £2,800.00 £2,800.00 £2,800.00

TBC HE Municipal 15T RCV £2,800.00 £2,800.00 £2,800.00

TBC HE Municipal 15T RCV £2,800.00 £2,800.00 £2,800.00

HN63XUU Hitachi 15T RCV £1,306.40 £1,306.40 £1,306.40 £1,306.40 £1,306.40

TBC HE Municipal 15T RCV £2,800.00 £2,800.00 £2,800.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV (70/30 split) £3,600.00 £3,600.00 £3,600.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV (70/30 split) £3,600.00 £3,600.00 £3,600.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV (70/30 split) £3,600.00 £3,600.00 £3,600.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV (Narrow) £3,200.00 £3,200.00 £3,200.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV (Narrow) £3,200.00 £3,200.00 £3,200.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV (Narrow) £3,200.00 £3,200.00 £3,200.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV (Narrow) £3,200.00 £3,200.00 £3,200.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV (Narrow) £3,200.00 £3,200.00 £3,200.00

TBC HE Municipal 26T RCV (Narrow) £3,200.00 £3,200.00 £3,200.00

£107,525.68 £84,553.53 £12,153.53 £12,153.53

£216,386.27Total COVID related
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Other costs  

The other costs of £18,800.32 is for the short-term hire of panel vans currently used by the 

supervisory team. 

Our goal was to purchase EV (Electric Vehicle) vans but the charging requirements have not been 

built at this stage, we also need to carry out a new tender as our previous tender was a year ago. 

TPPL ( The Procurement Partnership LTD) have said Tenders are not likely to begin until July this year 

because of COVID 19 many staff from various bid teams have been furloughed.  

 

 

 

 

 

Reason REG Supplier Type
Monthly cost 

per unit
Jul-20 Aug20 Sep-20 Oct-20

EV Vehicle delay DN15BCY Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Car Derived Van £334.49 £334.49 £334.49 £334.49 £334.49

EV Vehicle delay DS67BVO Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Car Derived Van £334.49 £334.49 £334.49 334.488 334.488

EV Vehicle delay DV64XWR Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Car Derived Van £258.41 £258.41 £258.41 258.412 258.412

EV Vehicle delay FG16UZY Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Car Derived Van £258.41 £258.41 £258.41 258.412 258.412

EV Vehicle delay GD18DHU Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Car Derived Van £258.41 £258.41 £258.41 258.412 258.412

EV Vehicle delay KP63HMA Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Car Derived Van £334.49 £334.49 £334.49 334.488 334.488

EV Vehicle delay KU16SSO Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Car Derived Van £443.52 £443.52 £443.52 443.52 443.52

EV Vehicle delay NU61ASO Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Car Derived Van £258.41 £258.41 £258.41 258.412 258.412

EV Vehicle delay NU64VUY Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Car Derived Van £258.41 £258.41 £258.41 258.412 258.412

EV Vehicle delay NU64WGC Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Car Derived Van £258.41 £258.41 £258.41 258.412 258.412

EV Vehicle delay NV18HBB Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Car Derived Van £258.41 £258.41 £258.41 258.412 258.412

EV Vehicle delay NV18HDN Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Car Derived Van £258.41 £258.41 £258.41 258.412 258.412

EV Vehicle delay NV18HOJ Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Car Derived Van £258.41 £258.41 £258.41 258.412 258.412

EV Vehicle delay NX17XKH Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Car Derived Van £334.49 £334.49 £334.49 334.488 334.488

EV Vehicle delay NY18FBD Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Car Derived Van £258.41 £258.41 £258.41 258.412 258.412

EV Vehicle delay NY19CJE Northgate Vehicle Hire Ltd Car Derived Van £334.49 £334.49 £334.49 334.488 334.488

£4,700.08 £4,700.08 £4,700.08 £4,700.08

£18,800.32Total Cost
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Report Title Governance Policies    

Meeting Greener Ealing Board Meeting 

Date 28 May 2020 Agenda Number 5.  

Type of Report For approval  

 Author Jo Steel can be contacted on jo@bhcsecretaries.co.uk 

Background  Governance Policies for approval: 
a) Anti-Fraud Policy  

 

 

 

 

 

Background 
 
We have drafted the Anti-Fraud Policy (attached at Appendix A) in consultation with Katarina 
Pohancenikova (Head of Finance, GEL) for Board approval.  
 
This policy forms part of the overall Governance framework for the company and follows a 
similar format to the other Council owned subsidiaries (inc Broadway Living).  
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ANTI FRAUD POLICY 

Introduction 

The purpose of this policy is to set out clearly, Greener Ealing’s approach to fraud. 

Greener Ealing expects all employees, directors, agency staff, consultants, 

volunteers, trainees and contractors (collectively referred to as employees) to be 

honest and to provide any help or information necessary in dealing with cases of 

alleged fraud and corruption. We have developed a specific anti-fraud policy to 

reassure all our stakeholders that Greener Ealing treats suspicions seriously and takes 

a consistent approach to any reported cases of fraud and corruption. Greener Ealing 

wants to ensure that actual or attempted fraud, bribery or corruption once discovered, 

is reported in line with legal and regulatory requirements. 

 

Policy Aims and Objectives 

Greener Ealing is committed to preventing, detecting and deterring fraud, corruption 

or any other financial irregularity from occurring and to act when such behaviour is 

suspected or detected. The policy’s objective is to encourage detection, provide clear 

guidance on roles and responsibilities, set out the response to any cases of suspected 

fraud and to ensure that the Greener Ealing stance on fraud is clearly communicated, 

both internally and externally. 

 

Policy application 

The Anti-Fraud Policy applies to all employees, directors, agency staff, consultants, 

volunteers and trainees and contractors (collectively referred to as employees) and all 

individuals and groups who benefit from Greener Ealing’s services. 

 

Policies 

Greener Ealing has developed a number of policies and statements that clearly state 

the expected standards of behaviour from employees to act with integrity at all times, 

to be honest, and trustworthy and comply with all relevant laws and regulations 

These policies include: 

• Whistleblowing Policy outlines in detail Greener Ealing’s commitment to 

protecting those who raise issues of concern from repercussions, and explains 

how concerns may be raised, both internally and externally. 

• Anti-Bribery Policy incorporating Gifts and Hospitality Procedures 

outlines the action that should be taken by any staff offered gifts or hospitality 
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by external suppliers, potential suppliers or partners. 

• Financial Regulations and Scheme of Delegations - An important document 

detailing how Greener Ealing’s financial affairs are to be handled to ensure 

transparency. 

 

What is Fraud and Corruption? 

 
Definitions include the following: 

“A deception deliberately practiced in order to secure unfair or unlawful gain”. 

“The offering, giving, soliciting or acceptance of an inducement or a reward, 

which may influence the action of any person.” 

“The use of one’s position of trust for personal gain” 

“A lack of integrity or honesty (especially susceptibility to bribery)”  

 “The intentional distortion of financial statements or other records by persons 

internal or external to the authority which is carried out to conceal the 

misappropriation of assets or otherwise for gain” 

 

These definitions therefore include acts such as: 

• Theft 

• Deception 

• Bribery 

• Forgery 

• Extortion 

• Corruption 

• Conspiracy 

• Embezzlement 

• Misappropriation 

• Money Laundering 

• False representation 

• Concealment of material facts 

• Collusion 

 

Roles and Responsibilities 

 

Board 

It is the responsibility of the Board to: 
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• Set the standard of behaviour for the organisation by demonstrating zero 

tolerance for fraud; 

• Satisfy itself through thorough monitoring and reports from internal and external 

auditors that internal controls within Greener Ealing are operating as they 

should and any identified weaknesses in the control framework are remedied 

in accordance with auditors’ recommendations. 

 

Individual Directors 

Each Director member must: 

• Be open and honest in their dealings with Greener Ealing and always act in the 

organisation’s best interests; 

• Declare any conflicts of interest as soon as they are recognised as such; 

• Report any cases of fraud, or suspicion of fraud, to the Board and Company 

Secretary without delay;  

• Co-operate fully with any investigation into alleged or potential fraud; 

• Ensure that there are sound systems of internal control, where possible within 

Greener Ealing’s activities; 

• Develop and implement controls specifically to reduce the risks posed by fraud 

and to increase the likelihood of its detection should any wrongdoing occur. 

• Implement any agreed audit recommendations within the agreed timescales to 

ensure systems are effective in preventing and detecting fraud. 

• Ensure the results of any investigation are communicated to the individual who 

raised the initial concern; 

• Ensure any fraud allegation is reported to the Council’s representative as 

required. 

 

Internal Audit  

It is the role of the Council’s Internal Audit team to: 

• Review and evaluate the adequacy, reliability and effectiveness of Greener 

Ealing’s internal control processes and report the findings to the Board. 

• Follow up agreed recommendations to ensure implementation within agreed 

timescales.  

 

 

Employees including staff members, consultants, agency staff and contractors 

Employees are expected to: 

• Be honest in their own dealings with Greener Ealing and always act in Greener 

Ealing’s best interests, complying with both the letter and spirit of their contract; 

• Report promptly any suspicion of fraud to one of the Directors; 

• Co-operate fully with any investigation into alleged or potential fraud. 
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Reporting and Responding to Fraud  

In accordance with Greener Ealing’s whistleblowing policy, employees must report any 

suspected cases of fraud and corruption to the appropriate Director or, if necessary, 

directly to the Company Secretary. There is also a route to report independently to the 

Council’s fraud hotline fraud@ealing.gov.uk or telephone 0800 328 6453. 

As soon as any member of the Board (including the Company Secretary) becomes 

aware of any fraudulent action the Council’s representative must be notified 

immediately. On receiving notification, the Council’s represetative will assume sole 

responsibility for investigating any suspected fraud or malpractice. 

Greener Ealing has a duty to ensure that full access is given to the Council’s 

representative, nominees or agents in the course of their investigation. The Council’s 

representative has the right to request Greener Ealing to suspend any individual 

suspected of fraudulent action or malpractice. 

This policy should be read in conjunction with Ealing Council’s policies relating to 

fraud. 
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Report Title Business Plan 2020/21  

Meeting Greener Ealing Board Meeting 

Date 28th May 2020 Agenda Number 6 

Type of Report For agreement. 

 
Author Kevin O’Leary – Kevin can be contacted on olearyk@ealing.gov.uk 

Background   

Attached is the Greener Ealing Business Plan for 2020/21.  

 

This is the final version of the Business Plan. This follows initial consultation with 
the Board at your last meeting on 23rd April and the valuable input from Directors 
at the session on 12th May.  

 

We have amended the plan to include a longer-term ambition for growth 
expressed at the meeting on the 12th May – this gives us 3 higher level strategic 
ambitions. We have also strengthened our aspirations on environmental 
sustainability by including a reference in our values. We will strengthen this 
further when our action plans are developed. 
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Greener Ealing Limited Business Plan 2020/21 

 

 

Greener Ealing Ltd 

Draft Business Plan – 2020/21  
 

 

Our Mission: 

 

To deliver high-quality environmental services. 

 

Our Vision: 

To be recognised as one of the leading environmental 

service providers in West London and across the Capital. 

 

Our Values – Our 4C’s: 

• Customer First 

• Collaborative 

• Caring 

• Committed  
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Contents 

1. Foreword from Mike Boult, Non- Executive Director and Chair Greener Ealing 

2. Ealing Council - Councillor Mik Sabiers, Cabinet Member Environment & Highways 

3. Executive Summary 

4. Introduction and Background 

5. Key achievements and the journey to 5th July 2020 

6. Mission Statement, Vision and Values 

7. Relationship with the Ealing Council 

8. The Board of Directors and Governance arrangements 

9. Financial overview 2020 – 2021 

10. The Service Contract 

11. Performance monitoring arrangements 

12. Health and Safety overview 

13. Managing Risk 

14. Greener Ealing Key Objectives for 2020/21 

• Workforce Strategy 

• Management Structure 

• Operational services 

• Health and Safety  

• Communications and Marketing 

• Going Digital 

• Carbon Reduction Plan  

• Greener Ealing in the Community  

• Business Development 

 

15. Conclusions 

List of Appendices 

A. Greener Ealing Ltd – Board agreed policies  

B. Risk Management Framework 

C. Key Performance Indicators – to follow 

D. Profit and Loss Forecast 2020/21 
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1.  Foreword –Mike Boult, Non-Executive Director and Chair Greener Ealing Ltd 

 

Dear Reader, 

GREENER EALING BUSINESS PLAN 

Thank you for reading this plan. 

I am absolutely delighted to be associated with this new venture and proud to have been 

nominated as Chair of the Board. This really is an exciting time - we are on the eve of the 

launch of something new. After a tremendous amount of hard work, across a range of 

partners and suppliers, especially, Ealing Council Officers, Greener Ealing will become a 

reality and start to trade on the 5th July 2020.  

I have throughout my career seen various business models for delivering Council 

services with my own direct experience within local government to the delivery of 

services as a contractor working within the private sector. Greener Ealing straddles both 

options and provides the opportunity to take the best of both – business like with a public 

sector ethos. I am sure the management and staff will rise to the challenge. 

I am looking forward to developing a constructive working relationship with the Council 

and to Greener Ealing playing a positive role in the community as we have set out in our 

plans. 

I am hoping that my experience together with that of my colleague non-executive 

Directors Alison and Kieran will provide the GEL Management Team with the advice and 

guidance they seek to make sustainable improvements for the residents and businesses 

of Ealing. 

 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

MIKE BOULT 

CHAIR GREENER EALING LTD 

MAY 2020 
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2. A welcome from Ealing Council 

Dear Colleagues, 

On behalf of Ealing Council, I want to welcome Greener Ealing to the borough. 

I look forward to not only a Cleaner and Greener Ealing but the part I hope GEL will play in the 

wider Ealing community. Our expectation is that over the coming years GEL will play an 

important part in the life of the borough and not just by providing our essential environmental 

frontline services.  

Although Greener Ealing is wholly owned by the Council it will be arm’s length from the Authority, 

it will be governed by its own Board and deliver services against the Council’s contract. We are, 

very much, looking for a partnership with Greener Ealing to play a key role as a valued 

stakeholder as we jointly tackle the many environmental challenges that Ealing faces. 

As well as the environmental challenges, we will also look to Greener Ealing to be a good 

employer. We are delighted that the London Living Wage will be paid from day one and look 

forward to hearing of new apprenticeships and wider community involvement in the near future.  

Finally, the recent Covid 19 crisis has demonstrated how much the general public relies on its 

bins, streets and parks. The refuse and cleaning services were seen as an essential and there 

was much debate about the use of parks and open spaces.  I would like to take the opportunity of 

placing on record my thanks to all the staff transferring into Greener Ealing for their sterling 

efforts over this very difficult period. The value of public services and the reliance that we all have 

on their delivery has deservedly been recognised. We now look forward to Greener Ealing 

picking up this mantle for Ealing residents. 

I would like to thank all of those who have worked so hard to get us to this stage and look 

forward to a long and successful future for Greener Ealing. 

 

Best wishes 

 

Councillor Mik Sabiers 

Cabinet Member for Environment and Highways 
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3. Executive Summary  

This is the Greener Ealing Business Plan for 2020/21. The plan sets out the key objectives for 

Greener Ealing and is structured beneath three overarching Key Objectives (KO) for the 

Business: 

KEY OBJECTIVE A  

 

To deliver contracted services in line with the Ealing service contract, specification and 

key performance indicators 

 

KEY OBJECTIVE B  

 

To deliver contracted services within the agreed financial targets. 

 

KEY OBJECTIVE C 

 

To prepare Greener Ealing for future growth. By embedding the organisational culture, 

systems and processes that will position Greener Ealing to pursue commercial 

opportunities over the medium to long term. 

In order to deliver against the overriding objectives A,B and C another 10 supporting key 

objectives have been identified. These have been grouped into two - see tables below.  

Phase One priorities – July 2020 to March 2021: 

KO1 Workforce Strategy 

KO2 Management Structure 

KO3 Operational Services Review 

KO4 Health and Safety 

KO5 Communications and Marketing 

 

Phase Two priorities – January 2021 – July 2021:  

KO6 Environmental, Health and Safety and Quality Assurance 

KO7 Digital Strategy 

KO8 Carbon Reduction/Sustainability Plan 

KO9 Community Plan 

KO10 Business Development Plan/Growth Strategy 

 

The document looks briefly at the following areas as Greener Ealing moves from the discovery 

and preparatory stage to implementation and delivery: 

• The mobilisation of the contract and the initial phase  

• The overall financial forecast for 20/21 and sets out the overall income and expenditure 

forecasts for the company 

• The key performance indicators – financial and operational and our approach to risk 

management 
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• Highlights the work of the GEL Board since its inaugural meeting in February 2020. 

• Proposes a Mission Statement, Vision and Values for the company. 

• This plan will effectively set the workplan for the Managing Director and his/her 

management team for 20/21. 

• Discusses GEL’s relationship with its shareholder Ealing Council and how this will work. 

• Looks forward to GEL developing an identity within the Borough and playing an active 

role as a partner. 

• Discusses external accreditations, our ambitions around transport, quality and 

environmental management in KO 6. 

• We want Greener Ealing to be a leader in terms of going digital and to be an innovator 

we will try to reflect this aspiration as we move forward.  

• Critical to Greener Ealing’s success will be its workforce. The importance of staff 

communications, good terms and conditions and the opportunity for people to develop 

within the organisation will be paramount and is acknowledge in this business plan. 

 

4. Introduction and background 

This is the Business Plan for Greener Ealing Ltd (GEL)for the period 5th July to 31st March 2021. 

Greener Ealing Ltd is Ealing Council’s wholly owned Local Authority Trading Company (LATCO).  

This is GEL’s first fully developed Business Plan and covers the first nine months of its trading 

activity. This follows on from the mobilisation of the company and the transition from Amey, the 

outgoing provider, to GEL. This document inevitably looks ahead at the challenges the company 

faces and its immediate priorities; to a certain extent the company will still be on a journey of 

discovery as it starts to deliver services for the Council.  

It is worth reminding the reader of the scale of the undertaking and the achievements of the 

project team that have brought GEL to this juncture. From a standing start to setting up with a 

new fleet, new systems, new policies and procedures and all the supporting infrastructure is a 

credit to the team. 

The creation of GEL represents an exciting opportunity to develop an organisation that works 

closely with the Council and fully reflects the Councils values and beliefs. The company will have 

a public service ethos at its core with service delivery its main priority. GEL will treat its 

employees in a commensurate manner. In October 2019 the draft Business Plan highlighted the 

following aspirations – to: 

• Pay the London Living Wage from day one. 

• Reduce the reliance on Agency Staff. 

• Develop a training and development programme open to all staff – identifying 

opportunities for advancement for front line staff to Drivers and beyond to Supervisory 

and Managerial levels.  

• Improve in areas where skills development has been neglected or left behind e.g. 

horticultural skills, HGV training and on important topics such as Health and Safety in 

order to provide the safest possible working environment. 

• Develop a new apprenticeship programme 

• Provide an enhanced pension scheme with an increased employer contribution  
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• Provide the best vehicles and plant, including a new fleet of 145 vehicles, to enable staff 

to do their jobs 

• Work closely in collaboration with the trade unions 

• It is envisaged that the focus will be on permanent, local jobs for local people. 

 

The October 2019 plan also identified 14 Key Business Plan Actions. Many of these have been 

overtaken by the mobilisation process and have either been delivered or are still in progress as 

we approach the commencement of the contract; a few are yet to be started.  

5. Key Achievements and the journey to 5th July 2020 

The work required to establish Greener Ealing has been a massive undertaking. The creation of 

a new company and the associated requirements for the business together with the wider range 

of products and services that have been sourced and the transfer of over 300 staff cannot be 

underestimated. It has been a journey with many challenges and the team has been able to 

successfully deliver most things on time. The interruptions caused by the Covid 19 crisis have 

impacted but work arounds and adaptations have been found and services will be delivered from 

5th July 2020.  

The following list highlights some of the key tasks that are either completed or nearing 

completion: 

Established a new Board – recruited Non-executive Directors and an Independent Chair. 

Developed and agreed company policies see appendix A 

Vehicle procurement – specifying and sourcing 137 new vehicles across a range of sizes, types 

and uses. Spend of over £11m. 

Transport Operator’s License – securing this was a vital milestone to achieve during the last 

few months. 

Vehicle maintenance – securing a maintenance provider for the new fleet in a challenging 

marketplace and with limited time available. 

Other significant procurements include – Personal Protective Equipment, Occupational 

Health Services, Tools and Equipment, Agency Staff, Insurance and Short-Term Vehicle Hire. 

Business Infrastructure – developed new business systems, operational software, HR 

systems, transport management and other support software.  

Developed a new Brand identity – the new branding based on the Ealing Oak was agreed in 

late 2019. 

Health and Safety - drafted new Policies, undertaken risk assessment and drafted safe systems 

of work. 

Staff transfer – over 300 staff successfully on boarded from Amey in a very challenging 

environment. Introduce new pension arrangements and London Living Wage. 

Greenford Depot – worked with Ealing Council staff to bring about improvements to Greenford 

Road Depot. 
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This has been a massive effort across the London Borough of Ealing and we now look forward to 

the delivery phase as the new company starts work on delivering services for Ealing Council. 

 

6. Mission, Vision and Values   

It is not always easy to articulate at an organisational level and sustain an understanding of 

what a company or a brand represents. It is even more difficult when taking on an 

experienced workforce some of whom will have seen several different messages from 

different employers, for what to them is a straightforward job of work.  

This is a managerial and leadership challenge. Our preference is to avoid clichés or 

meaningless jargon in favour of simple straightforward messages that staff can relate to with 

examples of positive behaviours that support our overall purpose. 

 Our Mission:  

To deliver high-quality environmental services. 

 Our Vision:  

For Greener Ealing to be recognised as one of the leading environmental service 

providers in West London and across the capital.  

We will do this by: 

• delivering a significant and lasting improvement in the quality of services 

• supporting the Council to make Ealing an attractive place to live, work and visit.  

• delivering best value for money to our clients.  

• creating a culture where employees feel valued.  

• ensuring Greener Ealing has the smallest possible environmental footprint to 

support the Council’s aim to achieve carbon-neutral status by 2030 

• work collaboratively with the Council  

  

Our Values or 4 Cs 

Our values set out what we stand for and how we will behave at work. They are the basis of 

how we will deliver our vision of being one of the leading environmental service providers in 

West London. For Greener Ealing our approach will be: 

i) Customer comes first - remembering our purpose and doing our very best 

for the people we serve;  

ii) Collaborative – with workmates and others - working together  

iii) Caring - about the health, safety, welfare and wellbeing of our employees; 

iv) Committed – to delivering services, to innovation, tackling problems and 

finding better ways of working.  

 

Our workforce strategy (see key action 1) will help us to deliver our mission, vision and 

values. This will not happen overnight, but we intend to set out these key messages from 

day one. 
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7. Relationship with Ealing Council 

Greener Ealing will work in partnership with Ealing Council. The relationship will be based around 

a new services contract and service specifications for the range of environmental services (“ the 

Agreement”) that Greener Ealing will be contracted to deliver. However, it is hoped that the 

reality will be far more than the somewhat mechanical delivery of a range of services. These are 

important frontline services that impact on every home at least once per week. They are not 

without challenge not only in delivery but in encouraging a change in behaviour from residents 

and the wider population from re-cycling to littering. Greener Ealing wants to be a part of the 

solution to these challenges working with the Council. Not a distant contractor willing to provide 

only a price. 

It is anticipated that a new start from July 2020 will allow Greener Ealing and Council Officers to 

model new behaviours that will be solution focussed and that new contract monitoring 

arrangements will focus on a new set of key performance indicators that will concentrate on what 

really matters to our customers. 

 

 

8. The Board of Directors and Governance arrangements 

The Non-Executive Directors are Mike Boult. Mike is also the Chair of Greener Ealing. Mike has 

lengthy experience in environmental services both in the private and public sectors. 

Alison Reynolds, Alison is Ealing Council’s Director of Customer Services.  

Kieran Read, Kieran is Ealing Council’s Director of Strategy and Engagement 

The Board was established and had its first meeting 3rd February 2020. The Board agreed to 

meet on a monthly basis in the run up to mobilisation and will continue at this frequency until the 

services are established.  

Governance Arrangements 
 
GE Ltd was incorporated on 2nd August 2019 as a Company Limited by Shares. The Council is 

the sole shareholder.  Articles of Association were agreed by the Councils cabinet Committee on 

15 October 2019 and 20 March 2020.  The Articles that were adopted reflect the Council’s 

requirements and the matters to be reserved to the Council as Shareholder for decision.   

The Council’s Shareholder decision making powers are exercised by its Shareholder 

Representative, the Director of Environment in respect of the following matters: 

(a) changing the nature of the Company’s business; 

(b) bidding for contracts in excess of £500,000 on any one contract (whether singly or as 

part of a series of contracts which might properly be viewed as part and parcel of the same 

matter);  
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(c) acquiring or disposing of assets not included in the business plan or that exceed £100K 

in value 

(d) agreeing or amending the Company's periodic business plan 

(e) the right to appoint or remove Directors by notice in writing 

(f)  the right to appoint or request the removal of the Managing Director 

 

The Council’s Shareholder decision making powers are exercised by Cabinet in relation to the 

following matters:   

(g) forming or participating in a joint venture (howsoever described); 

(h) forming a subsidiary or acquiring shares in another corporate entity; 

(i) declare a dividend or distribution (whether monetary or in specie); 

(j) raising finance or incurring indebtedness, including (without limitation) by way of finance 

or operating lease, hire purchase, loan or deferred payment terms (other than standard trade 

credit on no more than thirty days terms); 

(k) the ability to change the shareholding or bring in private capital is also reserved for the 

Council.   

GE Ltd will have a minimum of 3 Directors, two of whom must be appointed by the Council. 

Council officers in this role will be legally required to fulfil their fiduciary duties to the Company, 

acting in the best interest of the Company.  To avoid conflicts of interests and accusations of bias 

or predetermination, Board Directors should not be officers who have responsibility for matters 

on which the Council needs to retain unfettered decision-making ability.  

The quorum for the transaction of business at a meeting of Directors is any three eligible 

Directors, which must include two Directors who are Council employees, save that where a 

Relevant Interest of the Director is being authorised by other Directors 

The local internal governance arrangements that are currently being discussed with the Council 

are set out below. Greener Ealing will also be required to report to the Councils Cabinet once a 

year and attend Scrutiny Committee as requested. 

 

Governance & Monitoring Arrangements 

As set out in the Agreement 

Who Terms of reference Frequency 

Governance Board   

Council 

Executive Director, Place. 

Director of Environment. 

Review the performance of the Agreement at a 
strategic level. 
 
Review the Business Plan.   
 

Quarterly 
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Supervising Officers: 
Assistant Director (Street 
Services) and Assistant 
Director (Leisure) acting as 
Supervising Officers  
 
Greener Ealing: 
Managing Director 
 
Head of Finance  
Senior Operational  
Manager 

Review service and operational issues including 
disputes, company performance and strategic 
developments both in the relationship between 
the parties and any proposed extension of the 
company's business  

Supervising Officer and the 
Contract Manager 

Service Delivery Plan Quarterly 

Supervising Officer and the 
Contract Manager 

Service Reports - electronic report of the Service 
Data 

Monthly 

Supervising Officer and the 
Contract Manager 

Management Reports - means the reports to be 

prepared and presented by Greener Ealing in 

accordance with Condition Error! Reference 

source not found. and Error! Reference source 

not found. (Contractor Reporting) of the 

Agreement 

 

Monthly 

 

 

9. Financial Overview 

The overall financial position for 20/21 for Greener Ealing will be challenging. Since October 

2019 forecast, we have undertaken a full review of our costs and have now received the TUPE 

data from Amey and are faced with new pressures that have emerged.  

Our current forecast is set out in the table below and shows a small loss: 

Annual Contractual Costs and Council Budget 

2020-21 (9 mths: Jul'20 - Mar'21) 

GE Annual Contractual Costs 

Cabinet Report Business Model Variance 

£m £m £m 

Staffing 10.107 10.636 0.529 

Assets 3.567 3.593 0.026 

Other Overheads 2.167 1.527 (0.640) 

Total 15.841 15.757 (0.085) 

 

Since October new and unforeseen financial pressures have emerged, notably delays to the 

delivery of our fleet associated with the Covid 19 situation (215k) and the need to introduce new 

safe ways of working and PPE (75k).  

The Councils Cabinet will be asked to consider the use of the 500k contingency fund set aside 

for 20/21 to be applied to these pressures. 
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GEL will also have to implement changes to staff terms and conditions introduced by Amey on 1st 

April 2020. These include up to 4 days additional annual leave for staff below 24 days. This is 

estimated at (130k). 

The Council has also agreed that GEL will pick up and conclude pay negotiations a provision has 

been made for this but any agreement above this level will require compensatory savings. 

 

10. The Service Contract 

          Service Overview  

The service contract between Ealing Council and Greener Ealing is the basis for the relationship. 

GEL will deliver the following services: 

• Residual waste collection and recycling collections 

• Street Cleansing 

• Management of Household Waste and Recycling Centres in Greenford and Acton 

• Grounds Maintenance 

• Burial Services 

 
Residual Waste and Recycling  

 

• Collection of Recyclables every 2 weeks on the same Working Day in that week 

• Collection of Green Waste every 2 weeks on the same Working Day in that week 

at those properties which are service subscribers; 

• Collection of Residual Waste every 2 weeks on the same Working Day in that week; 

• Collection of Food Waste every week on the same Working Day in each week  

• Bulky waste collections 

• Commercial waste collections 

            Street Cleansing 

• Ensuring that the Town centres do not fall below Grade A standard between [06:00] and 

[18:00] hours Monday to Sunday and that Litter Bins are not full or overflowing; 

• Removal of reported fly tips within 24 hours Monday -Friday 

• Emptying of litter bins throughout the borough once per day Monday – Friday once during 

the weekend and Bank holidays 

• Maintaining cleaning standards in accordance with three identified frequencies for the 

borough 

- Weekly cleansing carried out on 197 streets  

- Fortnightly cleansing carried out on 1343 streets  

- Three-week cleansing carried out on 690  

•  

Parks and Open Spaces 
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• Four times per calendar year deep operational site cleansing at 33 priority sites. 

• One time per year deep operational site cleansing for the remaining sites 

• Monthly deep operational site cleansing during April, May & June for sites entered in to 

Green Flag awards. 

• Litter removal is based on site frequency which varies from twice a day to fortnightly. 

• Grass cutting is carried out as required usually 18 times per year. 

11. Performance Monitoring arrangements 

We expect to conclude discussions on the service agreement in the coming weeks and will bring 

a separate paper to the Board in June setting out the performance monitoring arrangements. 

12. Health and Safety  

The Board has already agreed, in principle, to a set of management arrangements for Health and 

Safety. There is an existing workstream in progress in the run up to mobilisation to prepare risk 

assessments and safe systems of work. Further work is planned in this area and is set out below 

in Key Objective 4. 

13. Risk Management 

The framework attached at Appendix B sets out the Greener Ealing agreed approach for the 
identification and management of risk. It is the responsibility of the Directors to ensure that 
risks are understood and appropriately managed. Taking and managing appropriate levels of 
risk is an integral part of all our business activities. Risk Management performed rigorously 
and comprehensively, creates stability and is a key element of reputation management. The 
Board has agreed that the full risk register will be reported to each Board meeting. 
 
Managers will carry out risk assessments regularly, record the findings and take appropriate 
management actions in a timely fashion. Risk reviews will specifically address business, 
operational, financial and reputational risks as well as risks covered by environmental 
protection legislation. This Policy should be read in conjunction with the Health & Safety 
Management System (HSMS) and Policy. Individual Health and Safety risks will be 
identified, assessed and mitigated in accordance with the HSMS.  
In particular, the following activities will be undertaken:  
 

• Ongoing comprehensive health and safety risk assessments undertaken in 
accordance with the HSMS;  

 

• Integrated business plan monitoring and risk management processes;  
 

• Regular review and update of risk register;  
 

• Preparation of contingency plans for high risks;  
 

• Early identification of emerging risks and initiation of risk reduction or mitigation 
action;  

 

• Where appropriate, managers/consultants may need to consider specialist advice for 
areas such as health and safety;  

 

• Environmental protection;  
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• Fire and security;  
 

• Disaster recovery;  
 

• Safety-critical systems and operations;  
 

• Insurance;  
 

• Media/public relations;  
 

The risk management cycle attached as appendix B illustrates the risk management process 

that should be followed: 

14. Greener Ealing - Key Objectives for 2020/21 

 

 

KEY OBJECTIVE A –To deliver contracted services in line with the Agreement including 

the specification and key performance indicators 

 

 

KEY OBJECTIVE B - To deliver contracted services within the agreed budget for 20/21 

 

KEY OBJECTIVE C-  To prepare Greener Ealing for future growth. By embedding the 

organisational culture, systems and processes that will position Greener Ealing to pursue 

commercial opportunities over the medium to long term. 

 

 

The key objectives A, B and C are our critical success factors and our overriding organisational 

objectives – in short:  

 

“to deliver services, meet KPI’s - be in budget. Prepare for new business 
opportunities.” 
 

The objectives that follow all support the achievement of A,B and C. 

 

PHASE ONE PRIORITIES – JULY 2020 to MARCH 2021 
 

KEY OBJECTIVE 1 – Develop and implement a Workforce Strategy  

The success of Greener Ealing will be dependent on having the right people, with the right 

skills, in the right roles, at the right time and at the right cost  (Chartered Institute of 

Personnel Development); The workforce strategy sets out Greener Ealing’s approach to 

delivering this outcome whilst demonstrating our values, the 4c’s, in all that we do.  

• Customer First  

• Collaboration 

• Caring 
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• Commitment 

Our approach will be guided by the Council’s Values: Trustworthy, Innovative, Accountable 
and Collaborative; and geared towards improving the lives of residents and other service 
users. 
 
We fully acknowledge that the front-line nature of our services means our employees will 
frequently be required to interact directly with service users - and this will affect perceptions 

of the quality of our services and the standing of Greener Ealing generally. We will therefore 

aim to develop a workforce who are positive ambassadors, committed to good customer 
service; who are flexible, engaged, highly skilled and competent; who understand our values 
and who are proud to work for Greener Ealing.  
 
For our part, we will create an organisation where every employee feels valued and has 
opportunities to develop the skills and confidence, they will need to do their work to the 
highest standards and, in so doing, will help us achieve our goals.  
 
Our draft Workforce Strategy will be considered by the Board on 28th May and an action plan 
will follow. 
 

KEY OBJECTIVE  2 – Create a new management structure and job roles fit for a modern 

customer focused service organisation 

An initial organisational structure is shown below. This has been based on the arrangements 

largely in play with Amey. It is proposed that this structure is adopted from 5th July. and that any 

new structure will be considered based on this. Personal development for all staff will be 

important with leadership, digital transformation, customer service, partnership working and most 

importantly service delivery being key drivers in the business’ development. 
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KEY OBJECTIVE 3 - Review all operational services  

It is proposed that the initial stages following mobilisation be used to consolidate existing 

services, to fully understand how the range of services are provided on the ground, to embed 

new systems and processes and to get to know how things work.  

We will look for opportunities to find savings and efficiencies and will do this both by in depth 

analysis of operational service areas and on an integrated basis.  

The overall financial position of our shareholder will require us to find efficiency savings, if 

possible, or generate additional profitable revenue streams.  

Options for investigation include the following: 

• Route optimisation – balancing workloads across the refuse and re-cycling rounds 

• Trade waste collections 

• Food Collections 

• Narrow Access refuse collection rounds 

• Review of street cleansing 

We will look to find savings to be effective from April 2021. 

 

KEY OBJECTIVE 4 – Develop Health and Safety Systems, undertake a gap analysis and 

implement a training and development action plan to meet identified needs 

This is an important area of work with the first phases already in progress - these include the 

production of Health and Safety Management System Documents for service 

commencement with a full set of Policies, Procedures, Safe Systems of Work and Risk 

Assessments. This work is being undertaken by competent people who understand the 

Operations and have carried out similar roles within other Environmental Organisations 

covering similar services. The work is being assessed and moderated by Ealing Councils 

Senior Health and Safety Officer. 

The core services to be covered will be as follows;  

• Waste collection  

• Recycling collection (including Garden and Food waste)  

• Street Cleansing  

• Grounds Maintenance  

• HWRC 
 

• Management of Occupational Health and Well being 

• Emergency Planning and Response  

• Depot Layout and Traffic Management  

• Vehicle, Plant and Equipment Maintenance System  

• Incident Reporting and Analysis  

• Contractor Management  
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In phase 2 we will undertake a gap analysis to undertake an assessment of the existing 
approach to health and safety management and the current health and safety culture. This 
will involve site visits, interviews with staff at all levels and observations of operations. An 
action plan will follow and once approved it will form the basis for phase 3.  
 
Phase 3 will be implementation of the Action Plan it is envisaged that this will include a 
cultural change plan to truly embed Health and Safety requirements into everything that 
Greener Ealing does. This will be a long-term programme that every member of staff will 
need to go through. We suggest this includes Board Members too. 
 
 
 

 
KEY OBJECTIVE 5 – Develop a Communications and Marketing Plan for 20/21  
 

Greener Ealing will require both internal and external communications plans. This Business Plan 
itself is a first step in forming our communications and marketing plans as it sets out the key 
messages that Greener Ealing wants to present. Our proposed Mission, Vision and Values are 
the fundamental building blocks; everything really should flow from these statements. 
 
Preliminary work has been started including a SWOT and stakeholder analysis. We will build on 
this to ensure that key messages are communicated to our key audiences. We will agree the 
formats, the frequencies and measure our influence and impact.  
 
The immediate priority will be centred around internal communications with staff. This will build 
upon our early engagement through the TUPE process. We envisage regular face to face 
briefings, toolbox talks, a newsletter, use of email and other digital opportunities. This will be a 
two process and we will conduct regular staff surveys to better understand any issues.  
 
Over the medium to long term Greener Ealing will want to position itself as an important new 
organisation in the waste management/environmental services sector. Initially in West London 
and longer term across the Capital. It will be important that an external communications and 
marketing plan is developed this will include taking opportunities to be seen at the forefront of 
improved service delivery, innovation, exemplary environmental credentials, award successes, 
excellent staff performance properly recognised etc. 
 
Greener Ealing will of course closely with Ealing Council promoting important environmental 
messages in pursuit of environmentally friendly policies especially Carbon reduction for which we 
propose a separate key objective – below. 
 

PHASE TWO PRIORITIES – JANUARY 2021 to JULY 2021 
 
KEY OBJECTIVE 6 – Integrate Health and Safety and Environmental and Quality 
Management – achieve ISO 9001, ISO14001 and ISO 45001 accreditations 
 
It is proposed that Greener Ealing aspires to achieve a total quality management system 
enshrining health and safety, environmental and quality policies. This will both help to ensure that 
we provide assurance regarding service delivery and have the very best health and safety and 
environmental credentials. Independent external accreditation will also help in the longer term 
when Greener Ealing may well be interested in third party work. Securing the approval following 
independent inspection of the following should all be considered by the Board. 
 

ISO9001 – specifies requirements for a quality management system when an organisation: 
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a) needs to demonstrate its ability to consistently provide products and services that meet 
customer and statutory and regulatory requirements, and 

b) aims to enhance customer satisfaction through the effective application of the system, 
including processes for improvement of the system and the assurance of conformity to 
customer and applicable statutory and regulatory requirements. 

 

ISO14001 – this is the principal management system which specifies the requirements for 
the development and maintenance of an Environmental Management System. This ensures 
a reduced environmental impact and legal compliance. 
 
 
ISO45001- is a standard for management systems of occupational health and safety. The goal is 
the reduction of injuries and diseases. 
 
The three together provide assurance on quality, environmental management and health and 
safety. 
 
 
 
KEY OBJECTIVE 7 – Develop a Greener Ealing Digital Strategy 

The pace of change on the digital agenda is phenomenal and it is important that we keep pace 

with this. To improve operational performance, customer satisfaction, efficiency, managing our 

client or customer interfaces, the management of data, our environmental awareness and to 

provide our staff at all levels with important transferable life skills for an ever-changing workplace 

and environment. 

We will be introducing new operational systems from day one in the refuse service and will look 

to expand its usage across all disciplines as we move forward. Much wider than this though we 

should set stretching targets that will position Greener Ealing as an innovator on this agenda. 

 

KEY ACTION 8 – Develop a Greener Ealing Carbon Reduction Action Plan 

The Council has declared a Climate Emergency and aims:  

“to make Ealing carbon neutral by 2030, taking into account both production and consumption 

emissions.”  

Greener Ealing will be a key partner in working towards this goal and it will be central to the way 

that the business operates with an environmental conscience at the forefront of what we do, 

Greener Ealing aims to be an exemplar in environmental best practice. The Council wants to: 

Reduce Overall Waste Arising  

•       Reduce household waste arisings per head by 2% by 2030 

•       Prevent an increase in local authority collected waste arisings (from the 2020 baseline) by 

2030 by engaging in active citizens programmes  

•       Implement a school behaviour change programme utilising WRAP resources starting in 

2021 
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•       Initiate shared economy projects (e.g. library of things) with appropriate partners beginning 

in 2022 

•       WLWA waste prevention events – support 50% more annually 

 

Reuse, Repair, Recycle: Maximise Use of Materials - Circular Economy 

•       Increase local authority collected waste recycling rate to 50% by 2025 (in line with 

London Environment Strategy objective)  

•       To divert 30% of household bulky waste for reuse, repair, or recycling by the end of 

2023 

•       Increase recycling rate in LA schools to 70% by 2030  

•       Increase reuse and recycling site diversion rates to 80% by 2030 

•       Circular economy statements on all major and minor applications when Local Plan is 

adopted in 2021 

 

Reduce Environmental Impact of our Operations 

•       Reduce emissions from operations associated with local authority collected waste  

•       Heavy vehicles to be 100% ULEZ compliant by July 2020 and options for alternative 

fuels and electric in future 

•       Light vehicles electric where possible and to be reviewed by Greener Ealing Limited in 

2025 

 

KEY OBJECTIVE 9 – Develop a Greener Ealing Annual Community Plan 
 
 
It is important that Greener Ealing plays a role in the life of the borough and is seen as an active 
partner. Working closely with the Council, Greener Ealing will contribute and be active at 
Community events helping with key messaging activities as well as providing services. Clean up 
days, Spring Clean events and other environmentally focused events will all be supported. Staff 
will be encouraged to volunteer for specific good causes. 
 
 

KEY OJECTIVE 10 – Develop a Business Development Plan for Greener Ealing following 

mobilisation. 

There is an expectation that the new company will look to trade externally. At this point in 

time it is difficult to assess the future opportunities that Greener Ealing may be able to 

exploit. The absolute priority is to transition the services into the new Company and 

consolidate and improve existing service delivery. Having said this, we will turn our attention 
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to the possible options for consideration and develop a Business Development Plan for 

consideration following July 2020. 

 
 
Summary and Conclusion 
 
Greener Ealing Ltd has a strong Board of Directors in place. The Board has established itself 

over the last three months and provided support and guidance to the management team. The 

mobilisation process has been a massive undertaking and as we approach the final few weeks in 

the run up to the 5th July every effort is being applied to a successful transition.  

Looking ahead there is much to do as set out in the Business Plan. Detailed action plans will now 

be prepared to deliver on the 10 key objectives and will be brought back to the Board for 

approval.  

The overall financial position of Greener Ealing will be challenging, our shareholder has 

significant financial pressures made more difficult by the Covid 19 emergency. We are looking for 

a period of stability following the mobilisation, but we do anticipate the need to search for 

efficiencies over the medium term and to new commercial opportunities as set out in the plan 

over the longer term. 

Overall the progress to 5th July has been very impressive this Business Plan will form the basis 

for GELs future work programme and give the Council the confidence that GEL has the capacity, 

capability and experience to deliver the aims and objectives as set out to support the Council’s 

wider aims and objectives. 

 
 
 

Appendices 

A. Greener Ealing Ltd – Board agreed policies  

B. Risk Management Framework 

C. Key Performance Indicators - To follow in June 

D. Profit and Loss Forecast 2020/21 
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APPENDIX A.   

 

 

Greener Ealing Limited – Policies agreed by the Board 

 

3rd February 2020 

Directors Code of Conduct 

Directors Interests Policy 

 

10th March 2020 

Data Protection Policy 

Freedom of Information Policy 

Health and Safety Framework – agreed in principle subject to amendment 

 

23rd April 2020 

Whistle Blowing Policy 

Anti-Bribery Policy 

Risk Management Policy – agreed subject to clarification of financial indicators 

 

Provisionally scheduled on forward plan 

 

28th May 2020 

Corporate Social Responsibility 

Equality and Diversity Policy 

Employment Policies 

Anti-Fraud Policy 

Scheme of Delegations 

Matters reserved for Shareholder 
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Appendix B Risk Management 

Identifying Risks  

The initial stage of the risk management process is to identify risks that would impact on the achievement of 
business objectives / priorities.  
Risks can be identified using the categories listed below: 

Main Category Sub 
Category 

Examples 

Finance Budget 

Financing 
Sales 

Economy 

An increase in staff costs 

result in failure of business to 
break even (or create profit) 

and therefore mitigation would 

be required to reduce this 

impact 

Reputational Political  

Media/PR 
Partners/Suppliers 

Communication 

Environmental 

A breakdown in the 

relationship with the 
Shareholder; 

Poor health and safety culture 

leading to reputational risks 

(as well as legal risks – 

below); 

Environmental issues leading 

to reputational damage 

Legal Health & Safety 

Contracts/Procurement 

Failure to adhere to H&S 

legislation; poor H&S culture 

leading to accidents 

 

Failure to deliver services in 

accordance with 

contract/specification 

Management HR 

ICT 

Failure to adopt or adhere to 

HR policies/legislation leading 

to claims; 

Critical failure of IT systems 

used by Greener Ealing and 

the requirement to have 

adequate backup systems 

Greener Ealing 
Board 

Regulation 
Compliance 
Business Interruption 

Failure to adhere to 
Companies Act 

requirements; Failure to 

adopt good governance; 

Insufficient internal controls; 

 

Risk Analysis 

All identified risks must be assessed based on the likelihood of it occurring and the relative 

impact if it does. 

Impact 
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Analyse the risk using a scale of 1 to 5, in terms of the impact of the risk, if it occurs using 

the risk scoring criteria table below. The table also gives impact descriptors to be used in the 

scoring: 

 

 

 

Impact 

descriptors 
1 Insignificant 

 
• Financial impact less than 1% of relevant budget 

• Service delivery impairment less than 1% 

• Minor article in local media or lobby group website 

• Management action at local level 

2 Minor 

 
• Financial impact >1% and <10% of relevant budget 

• Service delivery impairment >1% and <5% 

• Headline article in local media, minor article in national media 

• Director required to approve action 

3 Moderate 

 
• Financial impact >10% and <20% of relevant budget 

• Service delivery impairment >5% and <10% 

• Headline article in national media 

• Director required to approve action 

4 Major 

 
• Financial impact >20% and <40% of relevant budget 

• Service delivery impairment >10% and <20% 

• Significant national media campaign 

• Board required to approve action 

5 Fundamental 

 
• Financial impact more than 40% of relevant budget 

• Service delivery impairment more than 20% 

• Prolonged national media campaign or lobby group campaign 

• Board required to approve action 

Likelihood 

Analyse the risk using a scale of 1 to 5, in terms of the likelihood of it occurring using the 

table below. The table also gives descriptors for the likelihood of the risk occurring: 

Likelihood descriptors 

1 Rare: Likelihood less than 1% likelihood 

• No experience of a similar failure 

• Probably requires 3 or more coincident events 

• If it has happened sufficient controls now in place 

• Aggregate impact: Unlikely to occur at area in next 5 years. 

2 Unlikely: Likelihood between 1% and 5% 

• 10% of team know of this occurring 

• Conditions exist for this loss to occur 

• Probably requires no more than 2 coincident events 

• Aggregate impact: will probably occur in an area in the next 3 years. 
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3 Possible: Likelihood between 5% and 30% 

• Most of the team know of this occurring 

• Measures that reduce likelihood have been taken 
effective 

• Aggregate impact: will happen once in next year. 

 

but 

 

not 

 

fully 

4 Likely: Likelihood between 30% and 70% 

• Everyone in the company knows this could happen 

• No effective measures to reduce likelihood have been taken 
• Aggregate impact- will happen more than once in the next year. 

5 Almost Certain: Likelihood greater than 70% 

• People outside of the company knows this could happen 

• No effective measures to reduce likelihood have been taken 
• Aggregate impact- will happen more than three times in the next year. 

11. Prioritisation of Risks 

A total risk score must be allocated to each risk; this will be multiplying the impact and 

likelihood scores. Scores should be given to risks absolutely, i.e. before the application of 

controls and residually i.e. after the application of mitigation / controls. 

5. Fundamental 5 10 15 20 25 

4. Major 4 8 12 16 20 

3. Moderate 3 6 9 12 15 

2. Minor 2 4 6 8 10 

1. Insignificant 1 2 3 4 5 

 
1. Rare 2. Unlikely 3. Possible 4. Likely 

5.Almost 

Certain 

 
 
 

Red 

Severe 

Risks 

Risks that fall into the area highlighted as red will 

require immediate attention. The status of the risk 

with regard to effect on Greener Ealing’s activities 

and the progress of action taken to ensure its 

effective completion will require to be monitored. 

As a minimum these will form part of the monthly risk 

management review cycle. 

 
 
 

Amber 

Major 

Risks 

Risks that fall into the area highlighted as amber will 

require continuous attention. The status of the risk 

with regard to effect on Greener Ealing’s activities 

and the progress of action taken to ensure its 

effective completion will require to be monitored. 

As a minimum these will form part of the monthly risk 

management review cycle. 

 
 

Yellow 

Moderate 
Risks 

Risks that fall in to the area highlighted as yellow 
may require action but will require to be monitored 

for any changes in the risk or control environment 

which may result in the risk attracting a higher score. 

 
As a minimum this will form part of the monthly 
risk management review cycle. 
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Green 

Minor 

Risks 

Risks that fall in to the area highlighted as green will 

require review only, but no further action. 

 

This will form part of the annual risk management 

cycle. 

 
Green/Blue 

Insignificant 

Risks 

Risks that fall in to the area highlighted as 

green/blue will require noting only, but no further 

action. 

 

 

APPENDIX D.   

Profit and Loss Forecast 2020/21 (9mths) 

Greener Ealing Ltd   

Basic Profit and Loss Account   

    

  
31 March 2021 

(9mths) 

  £ 

Revenue (15,841,107) 

    

Operating Costs   

Staffing Costs 8,942,191 

Agency Costs 1,288,609 

Contractors 405,375 

Vehicle Costs 3,316,377 

Plant Costs 249,422 

Property 652,325 

Depreciation 302,999 

Other Overheads 546,741 

Finance Costs 52,487 

    

Profit/Loss for the financial year before tax (84,581) 
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Report Title Greener Ealing Ltd – Mobilisation Plan Board Update 

Meeting Greener Ealing Board Meeting 

Date 28th May 2020 Agenda Number 7 

Type of Report For noting and comment 
 Author Kevin O’Leary – contact olearyk@ealing.gov.uk 

Background   
This report updates the Board on Greener Ealing’s overall progress towards 
mobilisation of the new company with effect from the 5th July 2020.  
 
This is the fourth update following the Board’s initial meeting in February 2020.  
 
The report updates the Board on the impact of the ongoing nationwide restrictions 
following the Covid 19 emergency. The Board were appraised of the initial impact 
on the work programme at its meeting of 23rd April this paper provides further 
details. At the time of our meeting there will be less than 6 weeks before go-live 
and a fuller update will be given verbally at the meeting. 
 
The paper gives a high-level overview of the key workstreams and identifies the 
main risks and mitigation that have been put in place. 
 
Recommendations: The Board is asked to note the overall report and comment on 
the issues discussed in the report. 
 
 

        
 
 
Introduction 
  
This report updates the Board on overall progress towards mobilisation of the new company with 
effect from 5th July 2020. The report has been written against the ongoing background of the Covid 
19 emergency and the changed circumstances that this has brought to the work programme. 
 
The weekly three-way meetings between Ealing Council Officers, Amey senior and local 
management and Greener Ealing are continuing. This has been added to with a direct Greener 
Ealing/Amey working group which also meets weekly but is dealing the practical details of the 
mobilisation with both parties working well together. Detailed plans are being developed by both 
sides in order to ensure that we fully understand what the last month, last few weeks, last week and 
last days look like. We will of course look ahead to the first day/s and weeks too. 
 
As previously reported, originally at the meeting on the 3rd February the work leading to 
mobilisation has been broken down into key workstreams as set out below. 
 

• Procurement 
• Information and Communications Technology (ICT) 
• Human Resources (HR) 
• Depots 
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• Communications 
• Legal 
• Finance 
• Health and Safety 
• Greener Ealing tasks 

 
 
Procurement  
 
Vehicle Maintenance 
 
The mobilisation of the Vehicle Maintenance contract with Go Plant as our chosen supplier is going 
well. Weekly meetings are taking place and the current Amey Transport Manager, Mick Aherne (who 
will be transferring to Greener Ealing) is taking an active part in these meetings.  
 
Vehicle Deliveries  
 
There has been much discussion on this matter, given the Covid 19 related delays and with thanks to 
John Arnold I can now report that all vehicle categories are now covered for the go-live date. We 
have worked to our worst-case position and may incur additional expenditure of up to 215k. This 
cost may reduce if we can off-hire vehicles as new deliveries arrive. The Council will be making the 
case that this extra cost be funded from the Ealing Council contingency budget, we are supporting 
this.  
 
For more detailed information a separate note has been provided on the vehicle cover 
arrangements and is included in your Board pack in the actions from last meeting section. 
 
O License 
 
At the time of writing we have still not heard that our O license has been granted. We have satisfied 
all the requirements of the Traffic Commissioner but have not heard formally. We are chasing this 
up. 
 
Other major procurements  
 
Progress has been made on all other procurements including: 
 

• PPE – orders now placed with supplier. Covid impact being picked up. 
• Agency Staff – Pertemps now in contact with Amey supplier re TUPE etc. Day 1 requirements 

being worked on. 
• Fuel Supply – arrangements in place – initial supply will be via LBE and then novated to 

Greener Ealing. 
 
 
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) 
 
No major delays anticipated as a result of Covid 19 – there have been price increases for some 
equipment, but this has been at the margins and is not significant. One or two members of staff 
have been diverted to Covid 19 related work but so far this has not had any adverse impact on our 
work programme. 
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Human Resources (HR) 
 
As reported previously we now need to follow current guidelines such as social distancing this 
workstream faces some challenges. We are limited in our options for engagement in that face to 
face meetings we would prefer to implement are not permitted. We are looking at ways to engage 
effectively and to be as adaptable as we possibly can. It is likely that the emphasis will be on written 
communications and possibly via Skype or Microsoft teams for smaller team meetings, 121s etc but 
there will be a limit to how practical this is. There is now a possibility that we will be able to do 
virtual eligibility checks, and this is being investigated. 
 
We have an initial version of the TUPE - Employers Liability Information (ELI) and are in 
correspondence with Amey over some of the detail. We expect the final ELI information in early June 
when we will need to issue our Measures letter which will set out any initial changes we wish to 
make and highlight other areas which we will consider for change. 
 
Amey and the Council has agreed that GEL will now conclude the pay negotiations with the Amey 
workforce – provision has been made in our budget and we will need to contain any increase within 
this or find compensatory savings or efficiencies. 
 
Other key tasks include establishing payroll, registering with HMRC, setting up a new pension 
scheme and establishing an understanding of the various terms and conditions of the workforce. 
Theses are all in hand. 
 
It is likely that eligibility checks will not be carried out until post Go Live; Greener Ealing’s HR 
manager has informed us we have 60 days from takeover to carry out the checks. 
 
Greenford Road Depot 
 
A depot wide condition survey has been carried out by Ealing and a timeline of rectification is in 
place to make sure the areas occupied by GEL are safe and fit for purpose. Works have now been 
carried out on the workshop asbestos roof. A general site clearance is in progress, a new parking lay-
out will be introduced and a new traffic management plan is being worked out. 
 
Communications 
 
This area has been impacted because of the impact Covid 19 impact on face to face and group 
meetings. As indicated above we will find ways to work around this. We have now received 
proposals for the livery for the fleet this will need to tie in with any environmental messaging that 
the Council wishes to use on the fleet. 
 
Legal 
 
Work on the service agreement ahs not yet been finalised and is one of the larger pieces of work to 
conclude. We have revised the agreement itself and all the service specifications. These need to be 
finally signed off and KPIs and monitoring arrangements agreed. 
 
This will need to be finalised before go-live. 
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Finance 
 
There is a separate report on this agenda dealing with the current financial position. 
 
Health and Safety 
 
As previously reported Plan B a management support company with extensive experience in the 
waste management industry has been engaged to help us conduct a comprehensive review of 
Health and Safety. This work will inevitably be impacted by the Covid 19 situation and will be desk 
based in the first instance.  
 
The work is in three phases 1. Production of Health and Safety Management System Documents, 2. 
Gap Analysis and 3. Action Plan. The outline work programme has been consulted upon with the LBE 
Central Safety Team. 
 
Good progress is being made here - with all Risk Assessments and Safe Systems of Work now 
completed for Grounds Maintenance and Street Cleansing. One of the Councils Health and Safety 
advisers continues to provide valuable input and is helping to quality assure and ensure consistency 
and we are grateful for this.  
 
 
Conclusions 
 
The Covid 19 emergency has had a major impact on the overall work programme particularly around 
vehicle deliveries and our ability to communicate with our new staff. Disruptions to other suppliers 
have been inevitable. We have worked hard to work around these problems and whilst far from 
ideal we are still on schedule to start July as planned.  
 
The attached programme plan at Appendix A gives the full picture of the of the activity that is in 
hand and we are of course happy to give more information on any item or give separate briefings to 
Directors as required. Appendix B sets out our top risks and now includes an update on Covid 19. 
 
 
KEVIN O’LEARY 
INTERIM MANAGING DIRECTOR GREENER EALING LTD 
20th MAY 2020 
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8Report Title Workforce Strategy 

Meeting Greener Ealing Board Meeting 
Date 28 May 2020 Agenda Number 8 
Type of Report For Approval  

 Author Bill Gilmour can be contacted on gilmourw@ealing.gov.uk  
Background   

The purpose of this Workforce Strategy is to set out in detail how GEL 
intends to Deliver high-quality environmental services. 
 
There are various aspects to this, but all built around our Values – 4 Cs, 
with Customer Comes First at the fore. 
 
We believe that this Strategy will serve as a basis for a new relationship 
between  employees, management  and the people we serve. 

 
Introduction  

We know that any desired improvements in the quality of services can only be delivered through the 
workforce, but and we also know that this depends on how they are organised, developed, managed 
motivated and rewarded. 

Our vision  

Our Vision is aspirational and written in a way that easy to understand, which we think is important 
as we want the workforce to get on board with this from the start. 

Our Values – 4 Cs 

Our Values tie in with the Vision – simple messages and easily remembered. 

Our Priorities 

Are a means of setting out how the various things we need to do to deliver real change:  

• Needs analysis 
• Workforce profile 
• Organisation and culture 
• Skills gap analysis and actions 
• Engaged staff 
• Health Safety and Wellbeing 

The workforce numbers and deployments are important, and we will look at this to make sure these 
are optimised. 
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But the new company gives us an opportunity to define the culture we want  - more collaborative, 
caring, customer focused, where staff feel valued and fairly rewarded.  We intend to offer 
apprenticeships and a career path for those who want it, which is good for retention and 
engagement 

We accept that we can’t make people learn, but we can create the right environment for them to 
succeed. 

Underpinning all of this is our belief that if we can create an engaged workforce, they will perform to 
their best. 

The Strategy also makes reference to Commitments and expectations, how progress will be 
measured, and identifies risks to delivery. 

We will review the Strategy in 2021 and regularly thereafter. 
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William Gilmour 
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1. Introduction & Purpose  
 
Greener Ealing Ltd (GEL) is a Local Authority Trading Company which has been set up to deliver  high-quality 

sustainable waste, recycling, street cleaning, grounds maintenance and associated services in a socially responsible 

and environmentally friendly way, on behalf of the London Borough of Ealing, it’s residents and other service users.  

 We understand that the success, or otherwise, of this aim will be dependent on our having the right people, with the 

right skills, in the right roles, at the right time and at the right cost  (CIPD); and this workforce strategy identifies GEL’s 

priorities for the next 3 years in support of this whilst demonstrating our values in all that we do.  

Our ethos will be guided by the Council’s Values: Trustworthy, Innovative, Accountable and Collaborative; and geared 
towards improving the lives of residents and other service users. 
 
We acknowledge that the front-line nature of our services means our employees will frequently be required to interact 
directly with service users  - and this is likely to affect perceptions of the quality of our services and the standing of 
GEL generally. 
 
We will therefore aim to develop a workforce who are positive ambassadors, committed to good customer service; 
who are flexible, engaged, highly skilled and competent; who understand our values and who are proud to work for 
GEL.  For our part, we will create an organisation where every employee feels valued and has opportunities to develop 
the skills and confidence they will need to do their work to the highest standards and, in so doing, will help us achieve 
our goals. 
 
The workforce strategy is underpinned by the Recruitment and Retention Policy; Equality and Diversity Policy;  Dignity 
Policy; Learning and Development Policy; Whistleblowing Policy; Grievance Procedure; Health and Wellbeing Policy; 
and Employee Engagement surveys and outcomes. 
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2. Context  

 

On Sunday 5th July 2020, GEL will assume responsibility for Refuse, Street Cleaning and Grounds Maintenance 

services which have been outsourced to the private sector for a number of years. The provisions of the TUPE 

regulations (2006) will apply. 

Given that we have received only limited workforce information so far – age, gender and role profile information - this 

strategy will necessarily develop as and when we receive information on  ethnicity, management competencies, 

turnover rates, engagement, sickness, etc.   

    3. Our Vision   

For Greener Ealing to be recognised as one of the leading environmental service providers in West London 

and across the capital.  

We will do this by: 

• delivering a significant and lasting improvement in the quality of services 

• supporting the Council to make Ealing an attractive place to live, work and visit.  

• delivering best value for money to our clients.  

• creating a culture where employees feel valued.  

• ensuring Greener Ealing has the smallest possible environmental footprint to support the Council’s aim to 

achieve carbon-neutral status by 2030 

• Working collaboratively with the Council 
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4.  Our Values – 4 Cs 

 

Our values set out what we stand for and how we will behave at work. They are the basis of how we will deliver our 

vision of being one of the  leading environmental service providers in West London. For Greener Ealing this means: 

i) Customer comes first - remembering our purpose and doing our very best for the people we serve;  

ii) Collaboration – with workmates and others - working together  

iii) Caring - about the health, safety, welfare and wellbeing of our employees; 

iv) Commitment – to delivering services, to innovation, tackling problems and finding better ways of working.  

 

We will make every effort to work collaboratively with the Council and its partners and will promote this principle 

through our Values. 

 

5. Our Priorities 

 

Priority 1  Understanding/Needs Analysis 

In terms of service delivery, especially in the context of the extraordinary measures being adopted to deal with Covid-

19 and also projected sickness rates associated with this, we expect initially to prioritise maintaining waste collection.  

This may mean deployment of non-waste employees and/or that we continue to run with the operating model we 

inherit until such times as we are able to undertake a review of how the services are structured,  - e.g. staffing levels, 

routes, shift patterns, flexibility, resilience - to ensure that optimum use is being achieved from available resources.  
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We will take time to understand fully what our service users require and will work with our employees and their union 

representatives to implement this.  

 
Priority 2   Workforce Profile 
 
On receipt of ELI information (or post-transfer)  we will examine carefully our workforce profile to assist us with 
succession planning, career development, learning & development needs;  
 
We will look at equalities and diversity matrices to ensure that Gel’s workforce is representative of the local community 
we serve; and that employees and applicants for employment are judged purely on job related criteria. Where 
appropriate, we will target recruitment campaigns to increase diversity of applicants in areas of under-representation;  
 
Retention of staff will be a key priority and we will aim to keep this under review and analyse why people may leave 
within the first year especially. 
 

Priority 3  Organisation and Culture 

Despite a climate of continuing constraint on public finances, the Council, its residents and other service users will 

expect GEL to deliver a significant and lasting improvement in the quality of services provided. We realise that this will 

require new ways of working and a mindset that has all of us pulling in the same direction.  

Organisation 

We will approach this by firstly undertaking a comprehensive review of how services are currently structured to 

determine whether optimum use is being made of available resources and where improvements can be made, so as to 

ensure the organisation is more flexible and adaptable to change. 
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This review will include the following: 

• Staffing Levels – are there enough employees and are they deployed in the right areas? 

• Routes – should these be reviewed to take account of new developments and/or demographic changes? 

• Job Roles – do these need to be reviewed/are they fit for purpose in the light of current expectations – e.g. 

regarding recycling or flexible working? Do they facilitate employee development?  

• Shift Patterns – do these need to be reviewed/are they fit for purpose in the light of current and anticipated 

demand? Do they work for residents and other service users? Do they allow flexible working opportunities for 

employees? 

• Seasonal Demands – can we easily deploy resources to take account of seasonal fluctuations in demand? 

Would greater flexibility help work-life balance? 

• Agency usage – to what extent should we continue to rely on agency labour? 

• Technologies -   what technological changes can we make to enable us to drive improvements?  

 

Culture 

We will also take this opportunity to define the culture of GEL by establishing the workplace norms, values and 

behaviours that we want to take forward.   

We will work towards creating the type of environment where employees feel valued, with fair pay,  good working 

conditions and development opportunities, supported by a range of people policies and procedures that demonstrate 

our company values.  

We intend that employees will feel able to raise matters of concern, via the Grievance Procedure or Whistleblowing 

Procedure, safe in the knowledge that they will not be victimised as a consequence. 
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We believe this approach will foster a more collaborative, flexible mindset and will help us achieve our objectives.  We 

will look to our managers and supervisors in particular to be exemplars on this and will ensure that they have all the 

necessary skills and training to do so.   

 

Priority 4  Skills Gap Analysis and Actions 

Developing a Learning and Development culture will be crucial to the success of GEL and we plan a number of 

initiatives to help us achieve this: 

• We will seek to identify any skills gaps in our workforce and take speedy actions to address these; 

• We will ensure that all employees have extensive training and regular refresher training on all areas necessary 
for them to carry out their job safely and to the best of their abilities. This will include mandatory awareness 
training on Equality and Diversity, Dignity, and our Company Values; 

• We will introduce an apprenticeship programme  - utilising the Apprenticeship Levy - which will be available for 
all employees and covering aspects such as NVQ (level 2) in Support Services or Grounds Maintenance; 

• We will also introduce an apprenticeship for LDV driving, which will be available to employees who have a full 
car driving licence;  

• We believe that all the various apprenticeships will provide a career pathway and encourage employees to 
identify more closely with GEL: the LGV apprenticeship will allow us to deal with anticipated shortfalls on 
required driver numbers; 

• We will be open to any other initiatives that offer development opportunities for employee development; 

• We will introduce Training Matrices to ensure that all managers and supervisors have core competencies in 
human relationship management, consistent with our aims to define and maintain a positive culture at GEL: our 
success in this aim will be indicated in feedback from the Employee Surveys and other communications.  
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Priority 5   Engaged Staff  
 
A key component in developing an engaged workforce is understanding employee satisfaction levels and, where 
possible, building and improving on this. Accordingly, we will implement a number of measures as follows: 
 

• Communications  - we aim to have comprehensive group and 121 communications before during and after the 
transfer. We will ensure especially, that employees are aware of our Values and that they will have the 
opportunity to comment and contribute to our future plans. Our values and expectations will be communicated to 
all new staff at Induction; 

• Initial survey – we aim to conduct a satisfaction survey of transferring employees, to obtain   baseline data from 
which to work. We will undertake to address any pressing issues as soon as possible;  

• Engagement surveys – we will undertake a full employee survey after the new service has had time to bed in 
(provisionally intended for September 2021 and at yearly intervals thereafter). We will work hard to make this 
exercise as meaningful as possible, communicating outcomes openly and quickly and  detailing actions 
designed to address issues;  

• Facilities/working environment  - we want all of our employees to be happy to come to work and  will ensure that 
they have good workplace facilities and all necessary PPE;  

• 121s – we intend that all employees will have the opportunity for regular 121 interviews with their line managers; 

• Whistleblowing and complaints – we will encourage employees to raise matters of concern, via the Grievance 
Procedure or Whistleblowing Procedure, safe in the knowledge that they will not be victimised as a consequence 

• We will develop line-managers’ people-management skills, to support this Priority;  
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• Increased development opportunities – we believe that our apprenticeship programme and other training and 
development opportunities will enhance staff satisfaction levels and will consequently increase motivation within 
GEL. It will also help us with succession planning.  

 

Priority 6  Health Safety and Wellbeing 

We believe that Health Safety and Wellbeing directly and indirectly impacts on workforce morale and accordingly we 
will undertake the following: 
 

• We will adopt the highest level of Health and Safety practices in all of our operating activities and will seek 

continually to improve them;  

• We will adopt a zero tolerance to non-compliance with Health & Safety policies and procedures by our 

employees; 

• We acknowledge the greater incidence of workplace stress and depression generally and will raise awareness 

amongst employees and managers – through communications, toolbox talks and training;  

• We will adopt a sympathetic approach with employees reporting  mental health issues;  

• We will train Mental Health First-Aiders and Mental Health “Champions” and ensure that employees have access 

to them, and to the confidential Employee Assistance Programme; 

• We will work closely with our Occupational Health service provider and will be advised by them on any initiatives 

to safeguard and improve the mental health of our workforce.  
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6.      Our Commitments and Expectations  

We depend on the hard work and commitment of our employees to deliver our Vision and the table 

below sets out the expectations we have of our workforce and what they can expect from us in return: 

We Will Employees Will 

Value employees by developing, promoting and 
rewarding them in line with their performance and by 
working with them to achieve our goals  

Work hard and efficiently to deliver a Cleaner 
Greener Ealing 

Maintain the highest ethical standards through 
leadership that is values driven  

Behave as positive ambassadors at all times 
in dealings with residents, other service users 
and members of the public 

Adopt the highest level of Health Safety and 
Wellbeing practices in all of our operating activities 
and will seek continually to improve them 

• Take reasonable care of their own and 
others’ Health Safety and Wellbeing.  

• Take care to maintain a healthy work-life 
balance 

Create an organisation where discrimination is not 
tolerated, where every employee feels valued and has 
opportunities to contribute and achieve their potential 

Respect each other and work with us to 
create an environment free from 
discrimination 

Provide opportunities for staff to  develop the skills 
and confidence they need to do their work to the 
highest standards 

Look for opportunities to develop skills and 
knowledge and be open to sharing this with 
others  

Listen to our employees and welcome their 
contributions and suggestions for improvement 

Be open to new ideas and work with others to 
deliver improvements 
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7.     Measuring Progress 

 

We will know if we are delivering our aims by reference to the following: 

 

1. By meeting all the performance targets we are measured against; 

2. Through positive staff surveys, feedback sessions and communications; 

3. Through positive feedback from residents and other service users; 

4. Through lower turnover and absence rates; 

5. We will see and feel the difference. 

 

8.   Risks to Delivering the Strategy   

 

There are a number of factors that may affect the delivery of the strategy, most notably the uncertainties 
of Covid-19 and the measures being mandate by the Government to deal with this.  

 

1. Lack of face to face access to groups of employees for consultation and Induction, during the 
“lockdown” period. 

 

Regular interactions between incoming staff and new employer can go some way to setting the 
tone of the future working relationship. We are looking at alternatives to this, including smaller 
groups and the wider use of I.T. We may offer an abridged Induction process which will be 
supplemented when normal services are resumed. 
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2. Reduced staffing levels because of sickness associated with Covid-19 or because employees 
choose to not transfer 

 

We will keep this under review. We have made provision with agency suppliers and can deploy 
resources from within the workforce to ensure that waste collection obligations are met.   

 

3. Reduced staffing levels of the GEL management/mobilisation team. 

 

We are working remotely and in regular contact via Skype. Progress is being logged in a shared 
flle and so urgent matters can be picked up, if necessary, by the others. 

  

4. Low Morale/Failure to Engage with Transferring Employees 

 

The transfer to another “employer” at any time would usually result in some uncertainty among 
affected employees and this will be increased with the added pressures of working in the current 
climate. We will work hard to make the Onboarding process as positive as possible and will 
otherwise adopt the various measures identified above to increase engagement and commitment 
to the new company.  

 

5. Lack of Equipment – Vehicles and PPE 

 

We are confident that this will all be in place by transfer date and have agreed that in exceptional 
circumstances we will use existing Amey vehicles. PPE will be available.   
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9.      Review  

 

This strategy will be reviewed annually and adapted where appropriate (First review  September 2021).   
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Report Title Finance Update – May 2020 

Meeting Greener Ealing Board Meeting 

Date   28 May 2020 Agenda Number 9 

Type of Report For Noting / Information   

 Author Chris Neale, Katarina Pohancenikova 

Background  Executive Summary 
This report notes: 
1. Spend 

The current start-up costs compared to the budget in the October 2019 
Cabinet report is as follows: 

• The start-up revenue expenditure spend to 31st March 2020 
was £135k against an earlier forecast of £376k and reserve of 
the council set aside for these costs of £736k 

• The start-up capital spend to 31st March 2020 was £339k 
against budget of £1,092k.  

• The start-up revenue expenditure forecast to 30th June is £717k 

against the balance of the above revenue budget carried 

forward £360k. 

• The start-up cumulative capital forecast to 30th June 2020 is 

£2,086k which is higher than the cumulative budget to 30th June 

of £1,092k, largely on IT. 
2. Lease Finance 

The analysis of lease finance offers notes that assuming base rates at 
the time on contracting, the £10.827m of vehicles will cost £1.839m per 
annum over the 5 year contract, within 21 schedules of assets for 
different delivery timescales between May and June, with 4 lease 
finance providers, Richard C. Bircher (Holdings) Ltd, Triple Point Lease 
Partners, Société Générale Equipment Finance Ltd and JCB Finance 
Ltd. This figure is based on base rates at 11th May, and if this were to 
continue to when transacted, would be £0.245m less in a full year than 
what budgeted October 2019, though there are other costs, including 
for having the vehicles earlier, and for rentals for July onwards where 
not delivered in time, that are now not being funded by those delivering 
late. 

3. Loan Finance 
The rate at which the council will provide loan finance is currently being 
further confirmed, taking into account advice received to date and that 
is being further sought. Any change in this rate will need to be reflected 
in the charge to the council but not affect their net funding set aside for 
the contract. The interest assumed in the business plan was 3.5% 

4. Professional Advisors  

Deloitte has been appointed as Greener Ealing Ltd auditors. 

5. HMRC registration 

The Company has been registered for VAT. 

PAYE registration is next to follow. 

6. Bank Update 

The Company has been enrolled on Commercial banking online. 

The application process for HSM with Lloyds has been submitted. 
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1. Spend 

The current start-up costs compared to the budget in the October 2019 Cabinet report is 
as follows: 
 

• The start-up expenditure costs up to 31st March 2020 was £135k against an earlier 
forecast of £376k, and against a council reserve of £736k set aside for such start 
up expenditure.  
The majority of this is due to costs that have been delayed and slipped to 2020/21.  

• The capital costs up to 31st March 2020 was £339k against budget of £1,092k. 

£753k (£306k of small plant, £205k of equipment and PPE costs and £241k of 

software and hardware) capital set up costs are proposed to be now slipped to 

2020/21.  

• The revenue start-up expenditure forecast April to June 2020 is £717k against 

£360k slipped budget from council reserves. The forecast includes slippage costs 

from previous year and moving liability insurance and tools and equipment costs 

from start up to 2020-21 (9 months) spend. 

• The capital forecast to 30th June 2020 is £2,086k against £1,092k previous 

forecast. There was a catch up on lower capital costs from up to 31st March 2020. 

We have identified additional costs for ICT hardware & software £792k and small 

plant £132k. 

  

2. Lease Finance 

The analysis of lease finance offers suggests that assuming 0.45% (as per Monday 11th 
May) fixed cost of 5 year funds at the time on contracting, the £10.8m of vehicles will cost 
£1.839m per annum over the 5 year contract, within 21 schedules of assets for different 
delivery timescales between May and June, with 4 lease finance providers, Richard 
C.Bircher (Holdings) Ltd, Triple Point Lease Partners, Société Générale Equipment 
Finance Ltd, and JCB Finance Ltd.  
 

Lessor Schedules Total Capital Cost 

Richard C. Bircher (Holdings) Ltd  A, B, D, H, I, J £2,281,507.56 

Triple Point Lease Partners  C, G, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U £8,075,770.53 

Société Générale Equipment 
Finance Ltd  

E £223,772.33 

JCB Finance Ltd  F £246,193.00 

 
These figures are based on base rates as at 11th May, and if this were to continue to when 
transacted, it would be £0.245m less in a full year than what budgeted in October 2019. 
Though there are other costs, including for having the vehicles earlier, and for rentals for 
July onwards where not delivered in time, that are now not being funded by those 
delivering late. 
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This is now being put to the Council for agreement. Greener Ealing would contract with 
the council for a sublease for the above when the agreement for the Environmental 
Services is agreed. 
 
It is currently understood that on the basis of normal parent company commercial practice 
could be at the same cost as to the council and this advice is currently being confirmed. 
 
The Lease Finance Tender was reported by the advisors LINK as completed on 
Wednesday 5th May and their analysis of the tenders was reviewed with them on Thursday 
14th. It was agreed in principle to propose the lowest cost bidders for the decision of the 
council, with a first draft sought by Monday 18th May for the related necessary report 
required for the council decision. The first draft was circulated on Monday 18th May and 
confirmation of it by Finance and Legal is currently 19th May being sought so it can have 
Director officer decision. 
 
LINK propose that it is standard practice for 90% of the public sector to pay the rental in 
advance to secure lower rates and also lower administration costs, and this is the basis 
that they have procured this lease finance, so this is being proposed (it is not proposed to 
be changed from the decision a year ago to procure on this basis, however if this was 
changed it would take a further month of going out to tender delaying the facility). 
 

3. Loan Finance 

The rate at which the council will provide loan finance is currently being further confirmed 
taking into account advice received to date and that is being further sought. Any change 
in this rate charged by the council will need be reflected in the charge by Greener Ealing 
to the council but as a result not affect the Council’s net funding set aside for the contract. 
The interest assumed in the business plan was 3.5%. 

 
4. Professional Advisors 

Deloitte has been appointed as the Company auditors with first accounting reference date 

set as 30th June 2020. We are in a discussion with Deloitte about the audit timeline and 

requirements. We have requested the audit to be at end of September 2020. 

 

5. Company registration for Tax 

The Company has been registered for VAT on 9th April 2020 with the first return due for 

the period ending 30th June 2020. 

PAYE registration is accessible 2 months before the first payroll. Payroll manager will 

proceed with registration closer to the date, currently scheduled for 5th June 2020. 

 
6. Bank Update 

The Company registered for Commercial Banking Online facility which will allow the users 

to view bank statement or make CHAPS payments. 

The application process for Hardware Security Module Contract with Lloyds has been 

submitted. This is required in order to make BACS payments. 
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Date of 
Meeting 

 
 

 
Standing Items 

 
Governance 

 
Strategic 

 
Finance 

Performance 
Management/ 
Specific Project 
Updates 

June 
2020 

• Apologies  
• Declarations of 

Interest  
• Minutes of 

Meeting 
• Matters Arising 
• Circular 

Resolutions 
• Managing 
Director’s Report 

• Forward Plan 

• Risk Register 
• Appointment of Auditors  

• Equality and Diversity Policy  
• Scheme of Delegation 
• Matters Reserved for Shareholder/ 

Board 
• Employment Policies  

 
 
 

 

• Business Plan  
• Agree KPIs 
• Communications 

and Marketing 
Plan  

 

• Finance 
Report 

 

• HR/TUPE 
Project 
update 

• H&S Project 
Update  

 

July 2020 • Apologies  
• Declarations of 

Interest  
• Minutes 

of 
Meeting 

• Matters Arising 
• Circular 

Resolutions 
• Managing 
Director’s Report 

• Forward Plan 
 
 

• Risk Register  
 

 

• KPIs 
 

• Finance 
Report 

 

• HR/TUPE 
Project 
update 

• H&S Project 
Update  
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Date of 
Meeting 

 
 

 
Standing Items 

 
Governance 

 
Strategic 

 
Finance 

Performance 
Management/ 
Specific Project 
Updates 

August 2020 • Apologies  
• Declarations of 

Interest  
• Minutes of 

Meeting 
• Matters Arising 
• Circular 

Resolutions 
• H&S Update  
• Risk Management  
• Managing 
Director’s Report 

• Forward Plan 
 
Once operational 
H&S and Risk 
Management will be 
near the top of each 
agenda to ensure 
prominent place in 
Board discussions 
 

• Change Accounting Reference Date 
to 31 March 

• HR  
• Agree reporting requirements going 

forward (i.e. what the Board would 
like to see at each meeting) 

• Agree frequency of Board meetings 
going forward 

• Corporate Social Responsibility Policy  
•  

 
 

• Environmental 
(carbon 
reduction) 
Policy  

• Annual 
Community 
Plan 
 

Finance 
Report 

Performance 
report (KPIs) 
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